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NEW MEXWO, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1915.

NO. 259.

in his possesion from Juarez to Chi-- I
huuliua, lie can now keep his invest-- j
it ii army supplied with food and am-munition from the border. Shortage
of these, ho declares, caused his fail-ure to tuku C'liiiuialnia in his first at-- :
tack.
A crude bomb was found In the rear
COLORAD
ot the American Produce building in
the heart of Kl I'aso this morning. Jt.
I
was made of a stone, with a hole
bored into it and two fuses attached.
OF
COLORADO
JUDGE ADVOCATE
'The fuses had not been lighted. It is
NATIONAL
GUARD SAYS
UNLESS ORDERS ISSUED TO DAY KEEP 2ND believed they were made here for the REGULAR MEETING BROUGHT FORTH
TERMINATES ABRUPTLY WHEN HALE
rebels, in the Mexican huts close
END
SETTLED
STRIKE
BEFORE
IS
5TH
CAVALRY
AND
NO DISCORDS LAST NIGHT;
AT FORT to the place where it was found, and
ALL
IS ASKED TO PRESENT HIS FORwhile being carried in the
WILL REMILITARY
OF WEEK,
WITH
PROBLISS ALONG
10TH AND dropped
MEMBERS ARE WORKING FOR A
MAL CREDENTIALS BEFORE
night.
PLACE CIVIL COURTS.
15TH-VI- LLA
Five hundred dollars was paid by
GREATER
CARRANZA
SENDS 1,000 REBELS
SANTA
ANT
FURTHER
CEEDING
General Francsico Villa yesterday to
TO
CHIHUAHUA.
BACK
TEACHERS
HERE
CONVENTION
IN
GOES TO CAPITAL.
.Mrs. Christopher Seggerson,
of Kl
GOVERNOR
Paso, as Indemnity for t lie death of
1914.
her sou, Charles Seggerson, an Amer- REBEL CHIEF SETTLES
who
was
lean
lulled
DEMAND EQUIVALENT
chauffeur,
HOPES FOR SETTLEMENT
during
the recent battle in Juarez.
SPLENDID FINANCIAL
WITH
MOTHER
SEGGERSON'
TO RECOGNIZING REBELS
The rebel
commander promised
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 19. Strict milMrs. Seggerson that he would assist
SHOWING IS MADE
itary law, including the establishment
I). C, Nov. 19. After her in every way in getting a claim
of a military court for the trial of all a Washington,
i
the
the
rebel
Nogales, Sonora, Nov. 19. Negotiagovernment
conference with Senator Sheppard paid by
law violators will be inaugurated at
tions between President Wilson's perand Representative Henry, of Texas, forces were successful. Villa told Mm.
the close of the present week unless
sonal representative, William Bayard
she called on him at
when
NEW MEMBERS OF THE
Garrison todny decided to Seggerson
definite steps that give promise of Secrelaiy
Hale and General Curranza were brokCHAMBER CT COMMERCE. X
four regiments remain at Fort Juarez yesterday that he regretted
have
in
coal
strike
the
southern
the
en off suddenly today. The constitu
ending
A. M. Bergere.
liliss. Instructions were telegraphed that her son had been killed by his
in
for
interim.
ure
the
to
fields
taken
leave
This,
tionalist leader prepared
Charles C. Catron.
war department men, and that he had Investigated the
in substance Is the statement issued Immediately by the
tt e interior with his Btaff and provi- John V. Conway,
lor the Second and Fifth cavalry, now shooting, finding it entirely accidental,
K.
J.
this morning by Major
misBoughton, at Fort
siona! cabinet.
O. W. Uigneo.
to. remain there with the as the rebels, in the darkness,
liliss,
nationof
Colorado
the
judge advocate
took him for a federal.
Mr. Hale declined to say whether
Edward P. Kendall.
Tenth and Fifteenth.
al guard after a conference with GenA Formidable Fleet.
he would leave, nor would he confirm
John J. Kenney.
S
comno
While
made
house
officials
E.
eral John Chase and Francis
the termination of his dealings with
St
Norman L. King.
ment on dispatches from Nogales sayBridgetown, Barbadoes, Nov. 19.
Boucft,
attorney
general.
deputy
Francisco
Carranza
General
through
Angus McGillivray.
had asked The British cruiser squadron in West
Plans for the immediate institution ing the constitutionalists
X
Escudero, minister of exterior relaJ. A. Wood.
Indian waters last night received per
William Bayard Hale for formal
a
for
of
court
of
trial
the
military
tions In the Carranza cabinet.
3k
Paul Wunchniann.
before pursuing negoitations. emptory orders (6 proceed to Vera
now
of
violators
law
number
alleged
It was clear, however, that there
I). G. Woodford.
Indications were that the parleys Cruz and the vessels sailed at mid
under arrest, have been held up pendhad been a break in the dealings over
On October 13, the Bum of
night. The British cruiser squadron
of
the
would
on
efforts
the
and
the
result
of
that
part
ing
slowly
proceed
'
the question put by the Washington
Governor Amnions to effect a solution point of presenting formal credentials, consists of the three armored cruisers S $525.00 was due the chamber of
commerce on membership. Last JS
government last Sunday and to which,
Suffolk, Lancaster and Berwick and is
act
is
as
an
of
quotAmnions
be
Governor
construed
which
present.
might
it was asserted, the constitutionalists
night but $211.00 remained to be Jt
ed as being hopeful of bringing about of recognition would be delayed until commanded by Rear Admiral Sir Chris
had failed to answer directly.
X
Cradock. His flagship is the
collected.
topher
assurthe
strike
the
a
exact
more
settlement
of
through
Washington had
Suffolk.
Ignaclo Bonillas, minister of l'omen-to- ,
orof
of
leaders
national
labor
of
constituaid
the
ances of the purposes
the
and communications In Carranza's
The threj,cruisers are of the same
tionalists.
ganizations.
The members of the chamber of
provisional cabinet, called today on
type, displacing 9.NIM tons each. They
arGeneral Bouek
Attorney
Deputy
whole
as
official
One
described
the
Mr. Hale, at the American consulate.
each carry an armament, of fourteen commerce are pulling together for a
rived in Trinidad this morning and at situatiou was merely "incubating."
Greater Santa Fe.
and
Immediately afterward Mr. Hale left
eight
once went into a conference with GenChairman Bacon, of the senate forfor his hotel, on the American side. It
That was seen last night at the reg
guns.
eral Chase and Major Boughton. He eign relations committee, discussed
was believed that Bonillas formally
When the British cruisers Suffolk, ular meeting presided over by H. H.
declined to be quoted regarding the the situation with the president but
had ended the transactions in which
(Lancaster and Berwick arrive at. Vera Dornian, the president, with the hustnature of his mission.
uecuneu 10 cuiniiiem.
he has been acting as confidential
Cruz, a very powerful fleet of war ling secretary, George H. Van Stone,
General Chase, It is understood, deso
Officials
described
the
situation
translator.
the secretary's desk.
sires to establish a military court but far as concerned the foreign govern- ships will he assembled in the MexioccurThe first open disagreement
can gulf. The American battleships
One of the striking features of tho
view does not meet the approval
his
anand
as
ments,
highly encouraging,
red last night when Escudero
Louisiana, Michigan. Rhode Island,
was the financial report showof Governor Amnions.
there was some tendency to place Virginia. New Jersey, Nebraska, New meeting
nounced that he had requested Hale
that
the dues of members are be
ing
is
attached
No
serious
of
more stress on favorable results
importance
to present formal credentials so that
Hampshire, and the cruiser Tacoma ing collected and there remains but
differences
rumored
to
the
existing diplomatic pressure than parley with and the gunboat Wheeling and the
negotiations might become official.
$214 to be gathered in. A month ago
between General Chase and Assistant the constitutionalists.
scout cruiser Chester make up a for- - the uncollected dues aggregated $525.
This, It was made clear today, was
Senator Sutherland, of I tali, a ue- Adjutant General Lee or the report
To
have
been
these
virtually a demand for full recognition
squadron.
These figures spell progress. It was
that the latter has recently asked to publican member of the committee, jnljdable
of the revolutionary
party before
.qfljed the German cruisers Bremen
further duty In con- conferred with the president and said and Hertha and the French- - armored pleasing to note also that elevea
from
relieved
be
discusunder
on
the
subjects
treating
Santa Feans applied for admission to
nection with the strTite.
he fully supported the policy of not cruiser Conde.
sion.
membership and their requests weru
in Wyoming.
No
Strike
which
Huerta.
of
the
nature
The
question
recognizing
On the Pacific coast of Mexico are granted under suspension of the rules.
19
Nov.
President
Wyo.,
not
was
Cheyenne,
caused the disagreement
the American armored cruisers CaliAlthough the meetlug was called at
A. G. Morgan, of district 22, United
Serious Matter Considered.
made clear. It was known, however,
fornia, Maryland and Pittsburg, and 7 : o the attendance, last night was
isof
Mine
Workers
America,
today
with
that it had arisen simultaneously
Mexico City, Mex., Nov. 19 A tele- the gunboat Annapolis. The German
fair, members arriving every few minsued a signed
that, the or..reports of ma,nv military successes of
gram from Secretary of State Bryan cruiser Nuremberg Is also on that utes to take part in the discussions.
miners
of
coal
Wyoming,
ganized
This had tended
the revolutionists.
is reported to have reached the Ameri- side and the .Tapanase cruiser Izumo The session lasted an hour and a half,
8,000 in number, will not strike on ac- can
to reinforce the spirit of Carranza's
embassy here this morning. It is Is on the way there.
however, preventing violin enthusiasts
of
count
the
of
shipment
Wyoming said to contain information that "A
advisers to a point where admittedly
from attending Senor Tello's recital.
Colorado.
imcoal
into
matter of serious nature" is under conthey did not consider the right to
Those who liked music had the satport arms freely as important as presideration in Washington in reference POPE PRAVS FOR
isfaction of hearing sweet harmony at
out
was
that
also
It
pointed
Mexico.
to
viously.
PEACE IN
LUO
UL
the chamber of commerce meeting,
U Vill
TTnrtot.
UiajUlllJ
in
the progress of the insurgents
OF
owiun ium mc wiMciuiuu mail
though there were plenty of orators
and
issue
MEXICO
entire
Clf'
was
OLD
the
the
state
where
other,
the
capital
Sinaloa,
Exodus Continues.
on hand in case anyone
lrom me tuer ce inougni
sought to
taken last week by General Obregon dilation would be turned over to the :JuaPns
Vera Cruz, Mex., Nov. 19. The ex-'
strike a discord.
banks.
reserve
of
T"
in
the
regional
soon
Mexresult
would
proposed
taking
odus of American citizens from
Rome, Nov. 19. Pope Pius today reThe report of the New Old Santa
Mazatlan, an important seaport on
ico City continues. Forty
persons, ceived a party of Mexican
to take Teal with them at the
pilgrims Fe committee showing receipts and
right
s
CARRIERS
AND
Guay-maNEWSBOYS
of
Also
fall
the
the west coast.
most of them women and children
was
just returned from Palestine. They disbursements was the first to be read.
RESOLUTION DEFEATED. time that letter to Prof. Swain
through the internal demoralizahere this morning by train. The were introduced by the Ttev. Jose Ra- It was as follows:
"At
Mr. Pinchot.
returned
written."
exSTEAME!
tion of the federal garrison was
time Mr. Teal had not received
fugitives report that only a few Amer- mon Ibarra, archbishop of Puehla,
Report of receipts and disburseSeattle Wash., Nov. 19. After
pected at any time.
ican women and children remain in Mexico.
of the minority. I sent Mr.
the
ments New-OlSanta Fe prize com,,.,
report
in
'mho,
narHeinated
Hhto
Minister Escudero announced at
federal
the
capital.
Following (he apostolic benediction, petition
t.. Rerrv of thTeal a copy of our report and yesterrton,
noon that he would not accompany
his holiness expressed the hope that
Pressmen's day received a telegram from him in PLUCKY CREW OF SPANISH STEAMER
Receipts.
Printing
Carranza south. He said that he had Ipternatlonal
the blessings of pen'e would be given Santa Fe Water & Light Co..$ 50.00
Army Will Remain.
- which he said:
VESSEL!
BRING
nothing to announce further than ur.lon the delegates of the InternaBURNING
BALMES
19.
Nov.
Tents
Texas City, Texas,
soon to their country.
" 'I know you are right and
25.00
Nathan Salmon
will
what he said last night in regard to tional Typographical union, the Amer
in the camp of the second division of
The Mexican pilgrims were accom Chamber of Commerce
25.00
FIVE
AFTER
TO PORT,
SAFELY
the termination of "informal negotia- lean Federation of Labor, adopted a back you up.
the United tSates army were walled panied by the Rev. Leopold Ruiz, areh- II. H. Uorman
15.00
"That message came to me several
committee report today recommend-tions."
FIKHTINf! FIPF INn'8111
today and stoves were,bjsilop 0f Michoaean, an d by Bishop S. G. Morley
MVQ
10.00
In the resolution days after Mr. Teal's letter to Prof,
Ur rillflimu
UAIO (IF
The departure of General Carranza, ing
in8talIed in them. This was regard-- j0Se Amador Velasco. There was a M. L. Dorr
5.00military and civil head of the revolu- giving jurisdiction over news boys Swain."
that the division most impressive scene when the pope, B M.
ed as indicating
WATER.
25.00
defendCutting
to
the
Senator
Shafroth
carriers
would
press
was
it
and
vigorously
...... .1.1 ..,.,;. hc.believed,
newspaper
tlimncrhnilt the surrounded by the Mexican prelates F.
tionary party,
10.00
E. Mera
the ed the views of the majority on the
make impossible continuation of the men's union, and authorizing
knelt with the pilgrims and prayed
winter.
vote
The
them.
waterpower question.
negotiations although Escudero said pressmen to organize
Mexico.
of
for
the
peace
WIRELESS OPERATOR
Total
$165.00
his position empowered him to receive against the resolution and referring
Senator Shafroth urged the deleEl Paso, Texas, Nov. 19. A thouDisbursements.
the organization of the newsboys and gates to heed the words of the late
overtures from Washington.
in
NOT
now
Juarez, MINISTER FOUND
First Prize K. M. Chapman.. $100.00
ON DUTY WITHOUT REST sand rebel soldiers
Hale evidently was waiting Instruc- carriers to the executive council of the Justice John M. Harlan, of the suGUILTY OF MURDER Second Prize Carlos
will leave for the south Thursday
Vierra.. 50.00
tions from Washington as to whether federation was 121 to 74.
19.
preme court, which he quoted:
Rev.
The
Toueka, Kans., Nov.
morning to join others of the Villa
Third Prize Carlos Vierra .. 10.00
he should leave the border or remain
"National government for national
murNew York, N. Y Nov. 19. Three command north of Chihuahua City, W. L. Beers, tried on a charge of
Fourth Prize Not competed
to conclude the dealing with Escu- SMALL UNION MAY FORCE
affairs; state government for state
to make a second attack dering his wife by forcing her false
00.00
for
MANY INTO IDLENESS. affairs, and then there will follow a names stood out conspicuously in the presumably
dero.
the state capital. No more of teeth down her throat during a quar- Fifth Prize H. F. Berchtold.
5.00
New York, Nov. 19. One hundred development great, indeed. That is stories of bravery told today when the upon
General Carranza,' with his staff,
to port the rebels are to be brought to Juarez. rel, was found not guilty by a Jury in
will leave for the south at 2 p. m., It. and fifty thousand clothing workers in the rock on which our government Is Cunard liner Pannonia brought
court here today.
$165.00
Total
the passengers rescued from the burn- Villa believes that with the railroad the circuit
was announced today.
New York city face idleness within 48 founded."
Balmes.
steamer
Publicity,
Spanish
ing
a
maniof
strike
the
L.
of
was
stated that Carranza's
hours because
single
It
Stimson, replying, declared
Henry
e
commit-'teThe report of the publicity
Captain Juan Ruise, of the. Balmes,
that the federal government would
festo regarding the internal and ex- union of 350 men.
E.
Colonel
without
that
stated
five
Ralph
days
spent
practically
examinlocloth
seek to thrust itself in advance of
ternal affairs of Mexico" would not be The strikers are the
Twitchell promises 5000 postcards adissued before his departure.
ers and spongers. All cloth converted cal authorities, but there were many sleep while he and his men held the
in check and guided their ship
vertising Santa Fe by Christmas. It
Carranza, when he left his provi- into clothing in New York passes cases of which local control could flames
v.as also reported that the climate
sional capital at Hermosillo, more through the hands of this union. The not be exercised in which federal con- safely Into the harbor of St. Georges,
booklets will soon be ready to send
Bermuda.
than two weeks ago, was not accom- strikers demand an increase of wages trol could.
Innocencio Micharala, the wireles3
through the mails.
Senator Thomas urged that water- Washington, Nov. 19 In the hope table to bring them supporters from
panied to Nogales by any troops. He averaging fifteen per cent and a rei
,hlamong those Indians who are now
i.,,!!.,.,,,
Chautauqua.
....i uie exuiieu will be accompanied south by his duction of ten per cent in working power franchises be granted by the operator on the Balmes, sent the mes- lliai
.nvju iuuiu,
Judge W. H. Pope, chairman of the
states, not for profit, but for control. sages that brought the Pannonia. are now defy ins the government au- - friendly.'
general staff and probably by the hours.
been
had
he
said
announced
man
Since there was only one other
Secretary Iine
Chautauqua committee,
four members of his provisional cabithorities at Beautiful mountain, on
averse to the use of troops, but now that his committee will meet at 5:15
aboard who understool English, Mich- - the Navajo reservation, may be
net. President Wilson was notified
was imperatively demand- p m. tomorrow, Thursday..
arala was obliged to be on duty withto yield peaceably and surren felt that it
by telegraph early today of the unexre- ed.
to
out
the
translate
messages
rest
mathere.
to
The
be
pected developments
der the eight renegades sought
'Icelved from the rescuing ship.
The report of the special committee
F. X
A I A Ft A MA PHnffT.
ter. It was believed, would rest until
prrested, the war department yesterNo Troops From Fort Bliss.
from
a
oi. the Norton-Morleembroglio was
Nicholas
mechanic,
account
on
Arbonies,
the
of
late today
slow
ordered Gen. Hugh L. Scott, comday
.
General read. It was signed by Judge L. C.
19.
El Paso, Texas,;-Nevthe Canary Islands, was the man who manding the second cavalry brigade,
transmission of messages by code beTasker H. Bliss, of Fort Sam Houston, Collins and Leonidas W. Smtih. The
into the at Fort
led the men passengers
tween Washington and Hale, the presBliss, Texas, to proceed in
So far as ascertained the
Birmingham, Ala., Nov. 1!). Com district.
hold of the Balmes last Thurs- haste to the Navajo agency to confer Texas, countermanded orders issued- rtport stated that the chamber of
ident's personal spokesman here.
blazing
damnot
were
mine
much
Fuel
workings
plete exploration of the Alabama
for two troops of the Fif- pierce is not concerned in the matter
after the crew were exhausted with the Indian chiefs.
Another Warship to Tuxpam.
nnd Iron comnanv's mine No. 2, at aged by the explosion, the cause of day
on1 Tin Itahilltv nan ha
taorttli r.avalpv In nrnnaaA tn ShinrOnk.
Th
the
fight.
and
Vera Cruz, Mex., Nov. 19. The batready
,
mfluen-is
not
been determined, and
General Scott
singularly
Acton, in which an explosion occurred which has
x Jf tQ arregt the NavaJo ,ndiana (aphpd Jo th(j chamber The Bketch
tleship New Hampshire sailed from yesterday afternoon, showed 24 men it is expected that the work of remov- - P"sseneei s Twelve, first discovered tial with the Navajos, whose language
haye threalpned to nlake trouble. !Mr Xorton submitted is to be returned
the- fire.
here today to join the Louisiana at killed and six hurt.
He has always been re- - Jn & message,.receivei at Fort Bliss t0 him. There were many smiles as
ing the living, if any, and the dead,
us noticed smoke coming he speaks.
of
"Some
Tuxpam, where the situation is reportState mine officials today sr inves- will be speedily accomplished.
garded by them as their best friend, aBt
"eVieral Bliss stated that 1he report, teeming with graceful
The rebels are prethe grating of our cabin," and
ed threatening.
it is believed that he will he able trQops of (h(i Twpft c(,va1rv wouifl
Experienced miners expressed the through
tigating to determine the cause of the
referred to "Doctor Morley"
officers.
t?Id
the
"We
town
said
the
Arbonies.
attack
to
again.
pared
of those
opinion last night
'" h . disnatched to ShTnrock from Ne- - and Professor Walter Norton."
explosion.
hold No. 1 and the smoke to placate mem. jue
Preparing Reply to U. S.
,
naa oeen Kinea ny'"r."
to confer with Major
unaer
,.
tne Thpvnnened
grouna
are
,.,
structlons
Wlss
;
th
nln.B
Fort
Condolences.
Mexico City, Mex., Nov. 19. Gen,
u,nl e""c" p
An explosion in No. 2 mine of the force of the explosion.
McLaughlin, the Indian inspector, be-- troops
The chamber of commerce decided
14
eral Huerta planned today to submit Alabama
The explositno is supposed to have cIose u aSain and batten down' Then fore beginning his conference.
Fuel and Iron company here
fi
to name a committee to draw up a
Troopg Leave Friday.
to the members of his cabinet the at 3:45 o'clock yesterday afternoon been caused by ignition of dust, set off; Uiey cut six ho,es in the hatch and
To back his mission with a show of
Chicago, 111., Nov. 19. Major Beech-forc- - resolution extending condolences to
the hose
the deck and shoved
massage which he proposes to deliver imprisoned between twenty-fiv- e
and by a miner's shot.
to
orders were also telegraphed
er B Rsy today completed arrange- the family of the late General Brookes
to his newly convened congress tomorRescue work was undertaken In a ' through."
miners, according to estimates
Fort Robinson, Neb., to entrain and mf.nta for transporting 321 men and who was a member of the chamber of
row. The cabinet meeting was called forty
trom
Balmes
the
The
passengers
manner.
new
The
federal
of company officials.
systematic
to the Navajo agency a Ml officers of the 12th cavalry from Fort commerce.
for this afternoon at which time It
Sme of fhe yictims are negroes. automobile ambulance made a quick numbered 71 men and 32 women and dispatch of the Twelfth cavalry to r,nhliiBon Neb., to Gallun. N. M.. in
squadron
came
of
them
Most
was expected that General Huerta The normal quota of employes Is run of thirty-fou- r
from
Payment of Dues.
children.
Birmfrom
miles,
escort.
the Indian
connection with
A motion was made to change the
would ask its members to go over seventy men, but some did not report ingham, arriving here simultaneously Cuba and all were bound for ports in serve as General Scott's
turbances.
constitution so that all members in arThe war department acted at
the message with him.
miners en- with the Tennessee Coal & Iron com- Spain. They will be sent to their desfor work. Twenty-threThe troops will leave Fort Robinson rears for more than six months may
The document is short and it is said, tered the workings this morning and pany's rescue car, dispatched by spe- tination by an early boat. None of request of Secretary Lane, who yes-field be dropped by the executive commitreviews tersely the most important it was not known how many others cial train. The mine fan, which was them seemed the worse for their ex- tornoir roxpiveri a telecram from Major next Friday morning with full
over the Chicago & tee if such action meets the approval
that
going
equipment,
The
latter
reported
Huerta
McLaughlin.
the
of
acts
administration, reported later.
not damaged by the blast, was set in perience.
the re-- Northwestern railroad to Denver and of the majority of members of the
"Keep your hatches tight shut, keep to defer longer the arrest of
dealing frankly with the dissolution of Acton mine No. 2, which lies in motion at once.
been fiom Denver to Gallup, over the Sants chamber of commerce. This was the
have
who
water
caloitrant
to
the Shelby county on a' branch of the
Navajos
and go ahead full
The mine was comparatively new pumping in
congress and calling attention
according to schedule subject for some discussion. R. F.
strained relations with the United Louisville & Nashville railroad, has and was said by officials to have been speed," was the advice Captain Cap- - defying the law for two months and Fe. The trip,seventy-twhours. Two
to whom every reasonable opportunity will require
States.
been considered one of the best provided with modern equipment
(Continued on page three).
for surrender has been given, "is 11 i special trains will be required.
(Contlnued on page four).
It is expected that congress will re- - ventilated and equipped mines in the throughout.

:ccive the message
without
protest
thereby giving Huerta virtual ratifies- lien of his acts.
It is said that the message will
iOi.tn a way to an immediate discus cicui by congress of the late presidential election, and it is a foregone con- I
elusion that congress will declare the
'
elect ion null.
It is regarded possible the congress
n ay name some one else for provis-ii.nal president for a period ensuing
until the election and inauguration of
a permanent chief executive, but it SUCCEEDS IN GETTING QUESTION
wruld undoubtedly be a surprise to
BEFORE NATIONAL CONSERVATION
most Mexicans as well as foreigners
It General Huerta should not be in
MINORITY
CONGRESS, AND HAS
structed to continue at the head of af
REPORT ADOPTED AFTER LENGTHY
fairs.
Lord Cowdray Interested.
DEBATE.
London, Nov. 19. Lord Cowdray,;
who possesses many Interests in Mex
ico, had a lengthy conference today at STATE VS NATIONAL
his own request with Walter H. Page,
the Vnited States ambassador.
CONTROL IS ARGUED
It is supposed that Lord Cowdray
wished to obtain information as to
weri?
how far his Mexican interests
Washington, V). C, Nov. 19. Clifford
endangered and desired to emphasize
t: the American ambassador his de- Pinchot, former chief forester of the
nial that he had given financial assist- United States, leading champion ol
ance to Huerta.
.government control of waterpower
rights, scored in the national conservation congress today when he sucSENATE FACES
ceeded in forcing before the conven
MIX-U- P
ON THE
tion the
report of the comCURRENCY BILL mittee onminority
waterpower rights.
AVith former Secretary of the
Washington, D. C Nov. 19. What
Walter L. Fisher in the chair,
to do with the two currency reform
bills now being completed by the two former Secretary of War Stiinson,
factions of the senate banking com- who Joined with Mr. Pinchot in the
mittee, has begun to give considera- minority report yesterday, moved for
tion to senate leaders. Both bills, one a suspension of the rules that the
representing the administration views waterpower question might be discus- mil tho nthpv the work of the Repub
lic,, rnmmlttPA members and Senator ised from the floor. Scores of delegates
Hitchcock probably will be ready for who favor the majority report, which
the senate before the end of this week. would combine national with state conr
on
As the committee is evenly divided, trol with less restriction
there can be no formal report on the
grants, protested.
Glass bill, which passed the house,
Mr. Fisher ruled that the motion
and neither of the new bills can be of- to BUBpend the rules was not debatable
fered as a substitute with the endorse- and it was carried amid loud cheers.
ment of a majority of the committee.
Mr. Pinchot read the minority report
Both factions of the committee are and thereby opened the general dewhatever
advantage bate. Senator Burton of Oh ia, chamanxious to obtain
there Is to be had before the senate, pioned the policy of strict national
and it probably will be agreed to re- control of all waterpower rights and
turn the house bill without a report, urged the delegates not to get into
and submit the two new bills simul- an "unseemly squabble between state
taneously as amendments.
rights and national control."
,
The draft of the bill by Senator
"It is impossible," said Senator
Hitchcock and the five Republicans
state control should ade"that
was completed today and turned over
quately solve this great national probto Charles A. Conant, of New York, lem. In this matter we are conductfor technical revision. The Republi- ing no crusade against capital, but
cans said today they were making ev- there must be a recognition of the
ery effort to be ready to report to danger of monopoly and a desire to
the senate tomorrow..
for public welfare in the use
of provide
The administration Democrats
of this great national asset."
of
the committee took up the question
Some delegates challenged the sig
refunding the two per cent bonds, bul nature of Jos. N. Teal, of Portland,
action was delayed.
to the minority report, assert
Two DroDositions were considered. Oregon,
Teal had written a letter to
that
ing
reTinder one the government would
Swain, chairman of the
deem the bonds on which circulation
committee expressing ap- is based and the circulation would be waterpower
i
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HEARD IN SANTA

MOTHER!

FE.

Bad Backs Have Been Made
fcy
Strong Kidney Ilia Corrected.
Ail over
ania re you near u.
Doan's Kidney Pills are keeping up
tlie good work. Santa Fe people are
lulling about It telling of bad backs
in:ade sound again. You can believe
the testimony of your own townspeople. They tell it for the benent of
you who are suffering. If your back
aches, if you feel lame, sore and misif the kidneys act too freerable,
quently, or passages are painful,
scanty and off color, use Doan's Kidney l'ills, the remedy that has helped
so many of your friends and neighbors. Follow this Santa Fe citizen's
advice and give Doan's a chance to do
the same for you.
Alberto Oarcla, Galisteo St., Santa
"I had backache
Fe, X. Mex., says:

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

TRY THESE

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,

OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
P1MIENTOES,
RED
SWEET
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

13 COSTIVE,

COMES NEXT
THE PRESIDENT

HAS

THE

TRUSTS

j

E R GROCERY CO

NEXT ON HIS PROGRAMGOVE-

RNMENT

OWNERSHIP

IMM-

INENT-SANTA

CLAUS

DOES

NOT LIVE AT THE

NORTH

POLE.

(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, Nov. 19. The
next number ou the administration's
legislative program is trust legislation. When the curreucy bill is finished, trusts will occupy the attention of
CdBi
t ma ia a mint v ui i
These ailmentB annoyed me for
with the one great economic prouiem
three
I
about
used
of
years.
couple
which confronts modern civilization.
boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills and was
now business controls governJust
I
of
told
cure.
my
given a permanent
The question is, can business
ment.
statement
at
experience in a public
in the
that time and I am glad to endorse be controlled by government
interest of the majority? Some peoDoan's Kidney Pills again."
of all the methods
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 r,le are sceptical
there is one final methCo., Buffalo, proposed, but
cents.
must be tried out before the
Xew York, sole agents for the United od which
Socialists have their innings, and that
States.
on lines suggested
liemember the name Doan's and i:i a perfected law
by Louis D. Brandeis for defining brulake no other.
Italities of competition and monopoly
land providing penalties against them.
This is the outline the rest is all a
HAMMOND TELLS
RAISING matter of detail.
u--

i

40.

IS

-

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE
1
AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

WQwW

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S.

DENVER

& RIO

GRANDE

THE

CO.

RAILROAD
CO.

RAILWAY

MISSOURI-PACIF- IC

Railroad Depot

F.

)ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN CO.
WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

SHORTEST LINE TO
DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
FOR ALL EASTERN

POINTS

AND SOUTHERN

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern

high-cla-

ss

service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-IrMountain.
on

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
Denver & Rio Grande-WestePacific Rail way-Th- e
Royal
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.

THROUGH LINE Points
Gorge-Feath-

rn

er

Foster-Milbur-

OF CORN

19, 1913.

THE CHILD

TRUST LEGISLATION

Bk.1! How

NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

BILIOUS.

Ocn't Hesitate! A Laxative is Necessary If Tongue Is Coated, Breath
Bad or Stomach Sour.
Give "California Syrup of Figs" at
once a teaspoonful today often saves
a sick child tomorrow.
half-sicIf your little one ia
isn't resting, eating and acting
naturally look, Mother! see if tongue
us coated.
This is a sure sign that it's
little stomach, liver and bowels are
clogged with waste. When cross, Irritable, feverish, stomach sour, breath
bad or has Btomach-ache- ,
diarrhoea,
sore throat, full of cold, give a
of "California Syrup of Figs,"
n.id in a few hours all the constipated
roison, undigested food and sour bile
r.ently moves out of its little bowels
without griping, and you have a well,
i layful child again.
.Mothers can rest easy after giving
this harmless "fruit laxative," because
:t never fails to cleanse the little one's
liver and bowels and sweeten the
stomach and they dearly love its pleasant taste. Full directions for babies,
children of all ages and for grown-upprinted on each bottle.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
bot.Ask your druggist for a
tle of "California Syrup of Figs;" then
see that it is made by the "California
Fig Syrup company." Don't be fooled!

EGG PRODUCERS
cwt.
Green Cut Bone

....
...

and Meat, $3.50 per 44
$2.50 "
Oyster Shells,
lb.
Meat Scraps, '. . . . $.05
44
Ground Charcoal,

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,

ff

4

CVtii

QC

J$l."3

pCl

vn

W

19"W.

ZPZKOUSTIE

I

N

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- -

cm home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be

HE RAISED HIS PAY
FROM$I0 TO $25

k.

$ .03

)

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

s

Even President Samuel Rea, of the
Deiniug, N. M., Nov. 19 School Pennsylvania railroad sees the immiNew
Nov. 19. Clad in a
York,
district No. 11 has just completed at nence of government ownership of
threadbare black suit which was once
Myndus a tine white brick school railroads.
"Government ownership," black, but now has a
greenish hue, an
building and has opened a school year he says, "is bound to come quickly If
man, who has been too weak to
aged
under very auspicious circumstances.
by continued state and federal legisla bear the burden of the increasing cost
Some of the fanners east of the tion and commission orders railroad
of living, stood at the bar in the court
acrein
to
are
large
put
city
planning
control is assumed without the respon- of general sessions and acknowledge
to
One
farmer
plans
ages in wheat.
sibilities of management. The results himself a forger. He was William P.
put in a full section as wheat growing are evident. By restriction of railroad Wines.
'
be
to
in this valley has proven
very
earnings, by increase of railroad exHe had been a bookkeeper for Mc- profitable.
penses over which the railroads have fiuire Brothers, junk dealers, at $10 a
The coming animal meeting of the no control, by laws ordering extra
week. They hud so much confidence
Deming chamber of commerce to be and unnecessary train crews, elimi in
the aid employe that they gave him
held at the Harvey house ou the eventhe
without
nation of grade crossings
blank checks to fill out, by means of
ing of December 9th will be a very stateB or municipalities
which Wines soon Increased his inauspicious event in the history of or participating in the cost, the publh come to $25 a week.
is
as
this
the
building,
community
demanded by way of
In examination of his crime Wines
next day after fhe big state land sale. improvements
steel cars, station improvements anil told Judge Rosalsky that he could not
It is expected that a large number of
better facilities, increase in taxes, Lupport his wjfe decently on $10 a
purchasers of land from all over the higher wages and greater cost oi week as the
groceries cost $7, meat
in
be
the
will
at
attendance
country
everything pertaining to railroad oper and fish $3 and rent $4.50, to say nobanquet. The secretary will have ation."
thing of other expenses.
much of interest to report, and the
Mr. Rea Is entirely correct. The
Rosalsky sentenced him to the penimeeting will be one of great importthe
wants all these things;
tentiary for one year.
ance.
The committee ou arrange- public
is
commission orders them, the result
ments is already busy and will make
that railroads are less tempting as obCoffee
an event long to be remembered.
for private exploitation. As they
TCverf resli ; preserved in
Supt. W. N. Hammond of the Rio jects
less tempting, presidents lihft
become
Mimbres Irrigation company's experiof the Pennsylvania, and Mellen,
its aroma in airless and
ment farm, has had a very marked Rea,
of the New Haven, are willformerly
aroma-tigh- t
in
this
success
of
cans; money--bacdevelopment
degree
take over the
He has set out two large or- ing that the public
year.
the
course
of
lemon
paying
chards and is planning to set out at squeezed
"Vested interests
New words for new
least 3,000 apple and pear trees next railroad's price.
facts.
season. Mr. Hamiiond is an agricul- must be protected."
tural expert of large experience and
Schilling's Best,
period between
During the
Is very much interested in corn raisand
cans;
Mb,
death rate in
the
and
1911
negro
1907
ing in this valley. Kor the improvefor use.
thouclealy
ready
in
granulated,
the
27
averaged
ment of the crop he says that Beed Washington
as many as the
corn should be selected from a row of sand, which ia twice
This is due
corn upon which the tossels have been death rate of the whites.
to the unsanitary slums which
pulled soon after the corn has silked directly
for 30 years.
out. Every other row only should be have been in existence
selected for seed, and the largest ears Congress is responsible for Washingno votes.
in that row. He suggests the wisdom ton; the citizens have
$
of numbering the rows for seed and
ownership
of
government
SANITARY
THE
Speaking
numbering the ears from which the
"Tho
seed is taken and selecting the seed of railroads. C. S. .Mellen says:
SHORT ORDER RESTHUBflRT
from such ears season after season. railroads will all go under government
five
He says there is no reason why corn ownership. It is coming quickly,
I would not live
REGULAR MEALS.
may not be made to produce 100 to years ago I felt that
now I think I will. There
150 bushels per acre by
working as to see it, but
Open
Night.
Day
above described In Hie selection of will not be any opposition to govern1
arMost
Modern.
Best
time
Equipped,
the
wnei
ment ownership
g
seed corn.
W. F. Right of Claude, Texas, is in- rives."
Parties.
Dinner
Special
The arrival of the time is being
vestigating conditions in the Mimbres valley, and C. H. Scheideigger of hastened by the refusal of the inter- 1
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
Oweusburg, Ky., has opened an elec- state commerce commission to permit
tric supply shop in the Dymond Agen- extortionate railway rates.
SANTA FE, - - - NEW MEXICO.
(9
&
cy building on North Gold avenue.
Contrary to the impression which
Rev. Theodore Piatt of El Paso, oc- has prevailed for many years, It is
cupied the pulpit at the First Baptist now known that Santa Claus does not jjj inuuirurnjvvuuuvinrijiriru vuni
church Sunday.
live at the north pole. At least, if he
W. J. Tennison of Magdalena has
does, it is clear that most of the operpurchased the Blue Front restaurant ations under his control are centered
on South Gold avenue and has taken in Germany.
charge. This will add three more
to the TJ. S. department
school children to our already crowd- of According
commerce, nearly two million dol
ed conditions.
lars' worth of toys were Imported
Into the United States during September of this year, and of this amount,
GOWNS FIENDISH:
is by far
it is shown that
SAYS TOGGERY MAN the largest sourceGermany
of supply. For the
full calendar year of 1913 the figures
Atlantic City, N. J., Nov. 19. The show a total value of toys imported
fattest and laziest swine will get up into the United States of approximate:
and turn from anything that is glar ly n:ne million do'lais. This indicate?
ingly red, just as the enraged bull will a remarkable growth in the consumpattempt to destroy it, Frank .1. Par- tion of' toys in the United States. In
sons, of the School of Fine and Apimportations of toys were less
plied Arts, New York, told 600 delight- than three million dollars; in 1903,
ed teachers of Atlantic and Salem about 4
million; in 1913, practically
THE REAL ARTICLE!
counties here today In a talk on art, nine million.
NO COMPOUND!
That Santa Claus utilizes princihues, fashions and the impropriety of
wearing too little Irish point or too pally the German workshops is shown
much illusion lace and ostrich plumes. by the fact that nearly seven million
ALSO
color dollars' worth came from that counthat
present
Declaring
1913.
The
fiendfiscal
schemes of women's apparel are
year
try during the
A full line of
ish, and that yellow express light, life value of dolls alone coming from Gerand vitality, Doctor Parsons vigorous many was $1,537,964. Santa Claus'
Maple
ly asserted a tall woman should never other principal auxiliary
shops are
wear vertical stripes, nor a very short, England, from which came $286,846;
stoutish woman anything with horizon Japan, $302,754;
France, $165,092;
tal designs in its texture.
Cane
$1S5,303, and
spread
The same thought, he said, applies
$61,252.
on
to wallpapers.
He had a very small
respect for persons, who with less
Delicious Cakes
taste than the pawing bull or the rest- - RED NOSES WILL
less swine, wear a red sweater in July
makes !
BAR THEM NOW
and use red carpets in summer.
Blue, he said, is a retreating color,
9. Hed
noses
Washington, N'ov.
allying excitement and making for
rest and refreshment. It was little and breaths burdened with the odor
less than a crime, the speaker assert of spirtuous, vinous or malt liquors,
ed, to paint fruit and fish on plates, will suffice to separate an employee
HOME-MAD- E
of the Cen s u 9 Bureau from his job
BREAD,
or embroider flowers on pincushions.
hereafter, for Director Harris anLIONESS ATTACKS BOYS
nounced that from now on his branch
PASTRY, CAKES, ETC.,
AT SCHOOL. of Government was to be as dry as
Koeslin, Pomerenia. Germany, Nov. the sandy center of Sahara.
are handled exclusively by us
19. A young lioness, on exhibition be
Not even sickness will excuse an
fore the boys of a local classical employee who stops on his way to
school, seriously injured a
Juggle figures and statistics at his
GET THE HABIT!
for his
boy and caused a panic among the desk and takes a drink
other pupils.
stomach's sake. If he is sick enough
The tamer was leading the lioness to require a bracer, says Director Harthrough the ranks of the boys, some ris, he is sick enough to stay at home.
of whom took fright and ran. The
"It is very disagreeable for the
lioness pursued the boys, felling one young women of the Bureau to havej
with a blow on the head. Workmen to sit throughout the day with the I
anA 14 odor of
rirnt'A tho animal fmm tha
HUM
'"
liquor constantly around," says
"
dashed Into the school building, where the Director, and I do not intend to
rluiinnnAnnJinnnnnnjtiuuuuinuwp
It was captured.
'tolerate such conditions."

44

4

desired.

POWER
N'
j

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT

as to touch the button and

your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full Inforven.
mation cheeerfully

f

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO. I

five-yea-

FOR INFORMATION

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa

Fe,-N- .

M

Majestic Cafe

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

6i-i-

Next Door to Postoffice.

I

L. A. HUGHES,

J.

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

Secretary.

CRICHTON,

Manager

&

Treasurer.

I

I
I
I

and

I

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS THE FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

GENERAL
JKJJF

Your Business Solicited.

VI

I

FRESH
NEW YORK

BUCKWHEAT
FLOUR

2

Phone

100

and

35 W.

NEW MEXICO

::

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

MILITARY
ROSWELL,

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO.

Austria-Hungar-

'The West Point of toe Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Louated in the beautiful Peeoe
Valley.1,700 feetiboveieHerel.
unehlna every day. Open air
work throughout the entire (ca-

u

tion. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such aa cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen offleers and Instructors, all
eradiates from standard EastTen but din fs.
ern eoUeces.
modern in every respect.
Becents :
K. A. CAHOUN, President.
t
1. B. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. FOB, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
c Far particular! and illustrated eata-t- t
ae, address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSOIV, Sopf.

Bel-glu-

I

Pure
Syrup
and
Syrup to
the

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON

Telephone 9 W

OASPER ST.

ASK FOR TICKETS - SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

y$P.
Hnor

East

The

Best
Route

gpr

West

IFor Rates and Full Information, Address
EUGENE FOX,

G. F. &

P.

Aft,

El

Paso, Texas.

it

WARNER'S

THE

I

jwni

Grocery

(HOMING!
few days we will open A
STUDIO'flt 249 San Francisco Streetunder the
'
Watch for
personal supervision of Mr. Gray.
the opening announcement.
In a

FIRST-CLAS-

S

THE GRAY STUDIO
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING PHOTOGRAPHER.

Santa Fe

--

Albuquerque

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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HARMONY RUNS
the two preceding days.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Lack of definite information ConGEN. CARTER- NOT HERE ON A
cerning Mexican affairs and reiteration of unfavorable trade news de- ON MEXICAN BORDER COMMANDER OF U. S. FORCES TELLS PHOT OGRAPHER DU R BOROUGH
THAT
(Continued From Page One.)
pressed sentiment and made the mar
THE EXCITEMENT REALLY MEANS SOMETHING.
ket susceptible'to bear raids. The list
j.Vplund and Captain Fornoff taking
howevart in It. oXtice will have to be Bent
was not long under pressure,
to every mcmbpr before the chamber
er, and before noon part of the losses
:ui take action on this matter.
had been recovered.
Bonds were steady.
Mr. Van Stone, the secretary, arous- cd much laughter by asking what he
The market closed heavy. Torpid
should do in the case of a member of
speculation prevailed until the end.
Dismal reports from the Bteel trade
.the chamber of commerce resignins
a r. .
V
, f
wit limit paying fifteen months dues'
and the official announcement of an
"(live the account to a lawyer,"
abrupt out in copper prices did not insome one exclaimed. There was more
crease the selling pressure on either
of Hie stocks affected.
laughter.
I
For ..I f
Health Ordinance.
Dr. James A. MasKie reported that
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
lie had interviewed the mayor, Celso
Lopez, on the health ordinance drawn
BLADDER
Montezuma.
iup by the health committee, relating
.in particular to the handling of milk
Jesse L. Nusbaum, City.
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
in the city. The mayor Informed Dr.
S. H. Busch, Albuquerque.
are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out
I.Massic that, the ordinance was in the
M. A. Manzanares, City.
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to
hands of (.'anuto Alarid. The council
Dr. Tannus, City.
positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove
will meet the first Monday in DecemC. Butler, Albuquerque.
E.
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
ber when the matter will likely be
O. .Tenson, Albuquerque.
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
brought up for action.
('. C. Duke, San Francisco.
made wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative
Teachers Convention, 1914.
O. J. Tiffany, Denver.
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these imGreat interest was manifested in
P. N. Miller, Jr.. Oklahoma.
and
vital
organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
portant
the plan to get the teachers conven- C. B. Lambing, El Paso.
for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,
tion to Santa Fe in 1914. Mr. As-- j
J. W. Armstrong, Carlsbad.
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
E. Hendricks, Carlsbad.
plund suggested the chamber guarantee the expense of entertaining these
W. E. Roberts, Lovingtou.
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
teachers who meet next, week in Al-- i
E. Roberts, Lovington.
W. K. Barr, Carlsbad.
buriurque. .Mr. Asplund emphasized
Mhe importance of taking good care of
SUES FATHER IN LAW
Buit that she was married to young
F. W. Severer, Deadwood.
FOR $200,000 DAMAGES. Tower in New Haven, Conu.. in June,
the teachers if they come here. Mr.
W. H. Bonham, Deadwood.
Carter Direct-th- Dorinan replied that he thought a
Wm. M. Hopper, Buckman.
1911, and she alleges that since then
(Couyriqht, 1913, by the Newspaper
t
Mexican good guarantee Bhould be made and
! Ing Movements on
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. IS. Two Mr. Tower, Sr., has induced his son to
Jack McNeil, St. Louis.
Enterprise Association.)
fulfilled. Professor Wagner of the
Geo. Schoenith, El Paso.
hundred thousand dollars is the leave her and has alienated the son's
Photograph by Staff Photographer
high school urged energetic action be
John Sullivan, City;
W. H. Durborough.
amount of damages claimed by Mrs. affections from her.
V.
II.
Durborough.)
(By
made to go after and get that. 1914
A. L. Johnston, Kansas City.
for Daily New convention and said that surely Santa
Staff Photographer
Georgenna Burdick Tower, who deHe then said they expected to
De Vargas.
Fe can entertain them if Las Aregas
clares she is the wife of Charlemange
.Mexican.
the enemy very shortly, lie said
W. T. Lawson, Cerrillos.
can. "We have three railroads here.
On The Mexican Border, Nov. 19.
I might Join them.
Tower, Jr., who has sued Chariemange
W. A. Hawkins, El Paso.
'
Tower, Sr., for alleged alienation of
Iclieve me, my boy, we are not here Las Vegas one," he added. "The teach- J. W. Roberts, Albuquerque.
When I caught up with the troops
New York, Nov. 19. Speculators
era do not come here as guests but
the affections of his son. The comon a vacation!"
,1.
P. Wisser in
I found General
R. R. Larkin, Las Vegas.
are williug and anxious to pay their
plainant began her suit against Mr. were perplexed at the sudden outburst
Oscar Wilkins, Alamosa.
with Colonel W. A. Mann di
Major General William IT. Carter
charge,
Tower, Sr., who was former American of selling which dispersed stockB toway."
C. A. Carruth, Antonita.
no less was the speaker!
recting the movements.
V. N. Townsend followed with
ambassador to Germany, on October day, coming in the midst of a mornan
Arthur Staab and wife, City.
to
to
was
tent
his
I
"battle"
the
moments
had
In
few
a
pay
just gone
that the committee from Santa
in
3, but did not file a statement of dam- ing session which was proceeding
appeal
Robert Conners, Oklahoma City.
to
to
his
ask
him and
peron ana lor a iiiuuk bkiiuuev ii
mm
rtIH. onri t l my respects
Fe should go down to Albuquerque
ages until today. She declares in her the same dull, colorless way as on
Fred Treffy, Kansas City,
pretty serious, take it from me!
B,1()w you how we spPnd
tue (.lea:. mission to "snap" our troops in action. armed with a guarantee of J250 that
H. Fields, Beaver Dam, Wis.
He has graciously given me this privhere are trained to days!"
Our Boldier-boythe expenses of entertaining the
J. M. McCracken, El Palso.
I
rethe very minute and are fairly itchCarter then pointed to a spot out in ilege when, in leaving, passed the
teachers will be met by Santa Feans.
R. E. Randall, Taos.
the greatest athlete have dyspepsia and his
"a
it
was
mark
that
pretty
expensive
active
service.
some
real
for
lne marsh two miles from camp and
ing
"I suggest that all civic bodies in
LET
will soon fail. One's stamina
David Rosenwalr, Albuquerque.
camp to maintain for so long a Santa Fe extend the teachers an inviAnd I believe that the word "go" is there I saw through his glass
and strength of mind or muscle
Frank Staplin, Albuquerque.
soldiers shouldering period."
tation as the chamber of commerce
soon!
depend upon the blood, and the blood in turn,
jetal hundred
Dr. W. L. Brown, Espanola.
"This is no joke!" said the. major has alrpady done," he said.
requires a healthy stomach, for the stomach is the
iarms!
So do the boys!
A. Rolls, City.
Dr.
J.
food
the
is
where
elelaboratory
digested and such
F. ( Wilson: "1 move that the
Horace Harper, Artesia.
ments are taken up or assimilated which make
guarantee be made $500 for those exblood. In consequence all the organs of the body,
M. Edwards and wife, Farmlngton.
penses.
such as heart, lungs, liver and kidneys, as well as
J. W. Paul, Pittsburg.
CLEANING IIP CLEVELAND AFTER TERRIFIC THREE
the nervous system, feel the bad effect if the stomCaptain Fornoff suggested that the
W. F. Shead and wife, Tacoma,
ach is deranged.
committee be empowered to promise
W ash.
the required sum would be raised
W. F. Mitchell, Des Moines.
DAY STORM THAT CUT HER OFF FROM THE WORLD inthatSanta
Fe. Mr. Townsend accepted
R. E. Mitchell, Des Moines.
The Medical Adviser by
Captain Fornoffs amendment and the
JJ. V. Pierce, M. D. , BufH. Girand, Cincinnati.
chamber of commerce decided to ex
D. S. Rosenwuld, Albuquerque.
falo, N. Y. answers hosts
tend that guarantee to mppt all ex
W. H. Ridder, Albuquerque.
cf delicate questions
penses.
about which every man
helps the stomach to digest food properly, starts the
liver into new activity, removing the poisons from the
or woman, single or marMr. Asplund asked that $20 be
blood, nnd the various organs get rich, red blood, inCoflVe
ried ought toknenv. Sent
raised at once for ribbons marked
stead of being illy nourished. The refreshing influence
free on receipt of St
"SANTA FE, 1914." Kev. Mr. Smith
Best monoy's-wortl- i
of this extract of native medicinal plants has been
stamps to pay for
asked if the attractions of Santa Fe
favorably known for over 40 years. Everywhere
what's tliat? For cadi
some neighbor can toll you of the good it has done.
wrapping and mailing.
were not sufficiently great without
cent or dime or dollar tlto
ribbons being offered as a new atSold by all medicine dealers In liquid or tablet form';
or send 50 one-cestamps to Dr. Pierce, Invalids'
"Ribbons arouse enthustraction.
the
most
of
what
goods
Hotel. Buffalo, euid trial box wUl bo mailed yovy
iasm," said Mr. Asplund.
arc for.
Captain Fornoff : "1 think this body
It isn't the beans or the
can afford $20 for ribbons to arouse
enthusiasm but I suggest that none of
brown liquid you're after
the money be expended for the cup
but. coffee enjoyment
that cheers." (Prolonged laughter.)
and comfort.
Conway's Oration.
Schilling's Best:
Then John V. Conway, county
PLEASE NOTICE THE REASON
nomy.
school superintendent, delivered au
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY
nrvitinn nn Santa Fe. the convention
In aroma-tigh- t
cans;
fitv lHft hitrniliietinn va flevnted to
granulated.
cleanly
a picture of the convention of teachmoneyback.
ers held in Santa Fe some years ago.
He portrayed the trials and tribulaWe
Subscribe for the Santa
and Extracts
tions of finding rooms and how he and
Mexican, the paper that boosts a)
Mr. Asplund had developed the primil:
the time and works for the upbuild
V-NO. 6. This brand Is put up In one of the most MODERN factories
or
tive muscles in carrying valises of
Ing of our nw 9tat
Inthe United States, which Insures you of the BEST that can be bought
These Pictures Show the Demoral- educators hunting a place to sleep. He
at ANY PRICE.
made an eloquent plea for the "Open
ised
Conditions Which
Prevailed In Sesame"
results, a
slogan to be applied to resiMORE TO FOLLOW.
Cleveland After the Terrific Snow-stor- dences In the city. Mr. Conway's perThere.
The Upper Picture oration dwelt on the glory to Santa
Shows Street Cars Stalled by Broken Fe in getting hundreds of educators
Wires Now Being Repaired, as Seen in the ancient city where they could
radiate intelligence for several days.
In Lower Picture Where Linemen are
Mr. Conway heartily backed up Mr.
Risking Their Lives to Get Telephone Asplund's ribbon suggestion and said:.
"1 saw a convention at Salt Lake not
jand Trolley Wires Untangled.
long ago; everybody agreed that
badges were the real cheese in drawKiviiiK day, as (hp Institute men have ing powers."
(Laughter and cheers.)
Mr. Asplund will have his badges.
everylhiiiR to win and little to lose and
Telegrams Read.
can be expected lo make the fiercest
Secretary Van Stone read telegrams
kind of a fislit.
and letters from Congressman Fergus- A
hptu-aerun
the 'son and Assistant Secretary A. A.
college and the cadets will be held at Jones of the department of the IntejRoswell on the day of thp annual rior saying efforts will be made to
football game, when two cadets from keep the internal revenue office in
Prince's letthe Institute and two college men, Santa Fe.
Locke and Taylor, will compete for the ter saying that a house, not a smelter
championship of the is wanted for the massive mineral colFor $5.00 we will rent you, guaranteed by us In
state. This is a comparatively new lection, was also read.
good condition, an understroke model 6, 7 or 8
Mr. Dorman stated that the report
branch of sport in New Mexico, the
to which Governor
Prince referred
Remington Typewriter or understroke Smith Precollege being practicallv the only
mier for THREE MONTHS.
which has given it attention was prepared by a committee which
w
Then you can buy a machine If you like, and
until recently, when the Military Insti- met the approval of Mr. Prince.
will credit this $5,000 on the purchase.
tute took it up.
A. J. Loomis, editor of the Eagle,
was asked to give what information
SOLD ON THE
The short course which is being he had about the efforts to move the
given by members of the State College internal revenue collector's office to
faculty to the farmers of the Mesilla Arizona. Mr. Loomis took the view
Valley has begun and great interest is that the collector will make the recbeing taken in it by the residents of ommeiidation as to the location of the
"
the valley. .Miss Pearl C. Xfiller, Dr. 'office.
IE. P. Humbert. Prof Conway, Prof.
Mr. Justice Hanna, who has just
MONARCH
REMINCTON
SMITH PREMIER
and Messrs.
Rigney and turned from Washington, was asked
"
.'Cunningham returned to the college about the matter. Mr. Hanna stated
on Sunday, after giving the lectures! he had received a telegram from
"
demonstration of the first day's ta Feans to look into the subject, had
'
program at Canutillo. They reported called on A, A. Jones and that Mr.
.
that, with a relatively small amount of Jones had assured him that Santa Fe
advertising, many valley residents had is the most convenient location for the
'
..;
,
enrolled for the course and many office and that he would oppose any
OUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED SEAL CARmore were expected by the time the attempt to move it away,
BON PAPERS are recognized at the leading ribbon and carbon lines
second day's propram Is given, which
Finances,
to- on the market.
"""
will be on Saturday, November 22nd.
Secretary Van Stone read the linau- In
but
in
are
not
lines
the
completeness.
only
quality,
They
leading
jcial report showing a balance charged
That the farmers and ranchmen of! to the treasurer October 15, $316.60.
And this completeness makes it certain that we have got the exact
$191.5f
ribbon and carbon paper for YOU.
Cnmnnrativp scores of nast cames!!s"ew Mexico are much interested in! Receipts, $429.85, including
THE AGGIES AND
. :the five days' short course which the from the bureau of information
and
.
a
Ce.
p.aym ...
.state Colpge ,8 about to offer them )g $172.85 from dues. Disbursements
THE CADETS TO
it
as
has
to
the
team,
college
indicated by the number of favorable w ere $353.04. Balance charged to treasvantage
PLfW FOOTBALL defeated every team which is has repiies from prominent farmers which urer, November 18, $393.41. Due to
three
Elilave neen recejved in response to an chamber of commerce and unpaid:
played this year, including
Paso elevens, the University of Ariz-- : mquiry from President Ladd about Dues, $21.4.00: on bureau of informaState College. Nov. 19. The foot- - ona and
New
the University of
thP8e COurseV Several coun- - tion, $32.50. Total. $246.51. Due from
bal Iteam of the New Mexico State ico. By defeating the University of ties have
signified their intention of chamber of commerce, $44.73.
College will leave for Roswell on New Mexico last Saturday by a score making an effort to secure one of the
The chamber of commerce adpourn-e- d
won the cham- courses by getting an advance enrollto enjoy a social hour in which
Tuesday to play the annual Thanks of 13 to 0, the Aggies
giving game with the New Mexico Mi- pionship of New Mexico and Arizona, ment of 100 farmers, or as many more several ladies, wives of the members,
were
Refreshments
This game promises the University having previously beat as possible. The courses wUl occupy participated.
litary Institute.
to be one of the best ever played In en the New Mexico Military Institute, nve days' time and will be given to served in the secretary's office.
N.
674.
M.
Phone Main
South Fourth St.
Albuquerque,
But the college eleven expects the the five counties of the state pledging
the state because of the strength and
New Mexican Want Ads. always
speed of the two teams and the de- hardest game of the season when they the largest enrollment, with a minitermination of both to win the game. play the cadets at Roswell on Thanks- - mum of 100.
bring results. Try it.
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sc nt out In orders, that changes might
jbe made to help the appearance of the
report.
Commissioner Clark then read into
the record a letter written in SeptemL. Wlnchell,
ber, iiiin, by Hillard to'B.
then president of the road. This let
ter told how bankers had helped in
statistics."
A. V. Perkins, of St. Louis, syndicate manager, was asked if it were not
the Intention of the promoters of the
St. Louis, Mexico and Brownsville road
,'to build it and sell it to the Frisco.
This, Mr. Perkins denied.
According to evidence introduced by
the examiner of the interstate commerce commission yesterday, nine officials of the Frisco were in the syn- d'eate that built the BrownsviJle road.
This road was sold to the Frisco, according to the evidence, at a profit to
the syndicate of $r!,n00,0rtfl on an orig""
inal subscription of $3,891,000.

RATE HEARING

!

19, 1913.

PASSENGERS

COMPLETED AT
ROSWELL N. M.

RESCUED FROM
BURNING SHIP

The interstate commerce commisopened its healing on Santa Fe
freight rates Monday morning in the
federal court room at the federal
SUSPECT UNDER
building. Judge C. Clements of WashI
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ington, D. C, is presiding, the case being that of the state corporation comROBBERY
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the Uncouth, Uneducated Rowdv."
adversary's eyes and to gauge his spite of the fact that Edward A.
Willie Ritchie.
The case is an outgrowth of action
weaknesses. Then you can outguess Kiske, of Burlingame, a fashionable
By WILLIE RITCHIE.
which originated with the Roswell
him and make your 'muscles count suburb, established last night what
Commercial club to enable local ship;
(World's Lightweight Champion
jfor the most.
seemed a satisfactory alibi, a South1 Fourth Article.
pers to receive better rates into the
There is one thing that the prize ern Pacific agent left this niorningfor
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Martinez,
ested in the proceedings against the
ed, when the blows drive In like the
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steam blown off uselessly and Fiske is the bandit who last Friday
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live
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San Francisco limited,
himself he goes down.
Great interest is being taken in the
jThe boy who doesn't sow them has ta. Fiske will then be taken from the
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your muscles laugh like that, buys? It
And to mothers:
ionably dressed, easy spoken, assured William T. Elam, of St. Joseph, Mo., aceedings
is worth a lot of work and grind and
common basis for the hearing of
Don't coddle your boys and pamper man of 34. He was arrested last
today with murder in the complainants' case and preliminary
many defeats to reach that point the
their whims. The first good punch in night as he stepped into the side en- fn.t charged
degree after a coroner's inquest details, chiefly technical, the auditors
knowledge of superiority, the reeling
solar plexus will put them out. trance of a hotel, where detectives into the
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to the
that you are master.
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through. That wonderful thing in n a fool, even if he intends making
are investigating the robbery of the my
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ants including Attorney W. C. Reid
rew of a freight train in Oakland,
of this city. A. R. Markley of Wash- Nov. 13, and of a passenger train be TALES OF HEROISM
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ington, D. C, is official reporter, taktween Burlingame and San Francisc-OctobeFROM BURNING STEAMER, ing the evidence which will be submit- The governor's friends here believe
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ted to the entire interstate commerce
he will acept provided an arrange- looted. On the
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commission at Washington.
(Continued
ment can be made whereby the occu
suburaf
GREATEST SCORER SCHOOL EVER HAD pancy of the place will not interfere train robbery, the conductor
The opening statements by Judge
ban electric train also was held up. in per of the Pannonia wirelessed to the
with his duties as executive, which he each
a single robber did the Halmes, wnen tne rannonia came xo Cowan c.ouusei for the complainants,
case,
will fill to the end of his term.
tended to show for what reasons the
work. .
the rescue last Wednesday afternoon present case is being brought. The
Rewards aggregating $2500 have
on
the
"I think they- must have sat
that the rates to
been offered by the railroad company safety valve," said Captain Capper to- judge alleged
JOHN K. TENERTO
and other sections of the Pecos
for the capture of the robber.
day, "for the Balmes on the run to valley are Beriously
discriminatory,
BE CHOSEN CHIEF
Bermuda made at times 11 knots an and that it is cheaper to transport
hour."
fretirbt through Roswell than it is to
THE
New York, N. Y., Nov. 19. There DELUE INTO
It was not until the pumps of the unioad it lere, He stated that
were new developments today indi
DETAILS OF
became choked that Captain nes8es WOuld be put on the stand to
cating that Governor John K. Tener,
Ruise feared the fire would get theihow tIlat tle rates were draper to
DEALS
FRISCO
of
Pennsylvania, will be elected
upper hand that he accepted the Pan El Paso from Chicago and St. Louis
president of the National league
iiouia's offer to take off his passeng- than they are to Roswell and other
when the annual meeting is held at
St. Louis, Nov. 39. Charles W. Hil- ers.
valley points.
ten
vice
for
of
New
years
York,,
the Waldorf Astoria, December 9.
liard,
"They came aboard like sacks of
When Judge Cowan had concluded
C. H. Ebbets,
president of the president of the St. Louis and San flour," said one of the Pannonia's ofhis
18S5
vice
preliminary remarks, Chief Counsince
and
Francisco
railroad,
ficers. "We had made every prepara- sel Bledsoe of the defendants arose
Brooklyn club, who returned here
Eastern
and
the
of
Chicago
today from the minor league conclave president
The decks were heaped with
tion.
took exception to much of the
in Columbus, consented to be quoted Illinois, was questioned at the inter- food and hot drinks. Most of the pas- and
claims he had made. He admitted
investistate commerce commission's
in this manner:
of
and
were
exhausted
many
that some of his claims had been
to sengers
of the Frisco, receivership
''Yes, J have seen Mr. Herrmann, Mr. gation
the women were hysterical. We did founded on facts as could be proven,
the affairs of the fiulf not
regarding
day
Columin
for
Mr.
too
a
Britton
and
bit
soon,
Preyfuss
get them off
but that much of it was insinuating,
bus, relative to the governor's can- Construction company.
and bejust as we finished a sharp squall irrevelant, and guess-worMilliard
Mr.
of
which
This
with
I also have conferred
company,
broke and we did not see Balmes cause of this he could not afford to
didacy,
was
the
one
of
was
syndi
Messrs. Baker, Gaffney and Murphy
president,
again for three hours."
agree to any of it.
regarding this matter, and I feel at cates that built or bought lines that
Captain lluise, of the Balmes, sent
Commissioner Clements ruled against
to
Frisco.
sold
the
the following message to Captain Cap the defendants on several of the early
liberty to say that all of the eight later were
club presidents, including Mr. HempMr. Milliard professed ignorance re per, of the Pannonia, as the Cunard
poiuts wnich demanded his decision.
stead, who Is the only one I have not garding many things concerning which liner steamed out of the Bermuda liar- For instance, he justified the comtalked with, are in favor of Gov- he was asked by Commissioner Clark hor agt Sunday morning on her voy
entire
on covering the
plainants
ernor Tener's election to the presi- and Examiner D. E. Brown.
age to New York:
ground of the 1907 hearing, if necesto
dency of the National league."
I
meet
"I
wish
could
Mr. Hilliard said he had nothing
you personally sary, as the commission does not atThe rumor that one of the club do witli the management of the con-- to thank you for all you have done for tempt to fix rates for more than two
owners has delayed giving his con- struction company, though the records me. You are a gallant gentleman and years at a time, and that it is mutualAlthough football men are often
sent to the governor's election be- showed he was elected president in 1 shall never forget you."
kicked in the head, face and body.
ly understood that material changes
cause of the belief that the latter Is 1905. The construction company, acin conditions in six years would natuCaptain Al Tanberg of the University
a stockholder in the Philadelphia cording to Examiner Brown, was in- - HEARINGS START IN
necessitate new rates on some
of Wisconsin never wears headgear.
BIG TELEPHONE SUIT. rally
club was repeated to President W. jcorporated in 1905 to build the Colo- commodities,
implying that a change
Tandberg plays fullback. This is his
F. Baker, of the Quakers, today, who rado, Southern New Orleans and PaChicago, III., Nov. 19. Hearings In would he considered favorably.
third year on the team. He has made
t
suit against
at once entered an emphatic denial
cific, later the New Orleans line of the the government
Commissioner Clements also decidmore touchdowns for Wisconsin than
the American Telephone and Tele- - ed in favor of the complainants in the
FriBCO.
any other two backs and rarely fails
Mr Hillard admitted that a large graph company, opened here today be- - question of what reports should be acto gain.
A REAL MUSICAL
payment had been made by the Colo- fore Special Examiner Miss Mary E cepted during the hearing.
rado Southern, New Orleans and Pa- Bell. W. S. Vivian of Grand Rapids,
COCKTAIL IS THE
H. R. Palmer, a freight rate "exconstruction company six Michigan, secretary of Ihe Independ- pert" from Amarillo was the first witcific to
(GIRL FROM MUMMS months the
testified.
ent
Telephone association,
after the latter was formed,
ness put on the stand, introducing
statements
hut he thought the construction com- E. S. Pilsbury of San Francisco, ap- a long list of compile!!
The most pleasing announcement to pany made only a moderate profit. peared as counsel for the defendants. touching the present case.
The government suit is directed parin Soon thereafter the construction commusio lovers and tlireatre-goer- s
His testimony included the Farwell-Texicticularly against the telephone and
general, is the apeparance of Sheehan pany was dissolved.
situation, he alleging that the
& Beck's beautiful production of "The
Mr. Hillard professed to know noth- telegraph company's alleged control of rates to Texico were
considerably
Girl From Mumms," a Parisian musi- ing about the financial statements of the telephone service of four states, higher than to Farwell, .when as a
cal cocktail served in three courses, the Frisco being submitted to Speyer Washington, Montana, Idaho and Qre- - matter of fact the two towns were one
which comes to the Elks threatre on and company, bankers, before being gon.
and the same. He cited a table showMonday, December 1.
ing this and the rates at El PaBO
"The Girl From Mumms" belongs to
valley corresponding to those of
the new form of musical comedy,
nnlnts as for instance the one ' onANOTHER
which is superior to the old musical
wrought iron pipe. From St. Louis the
.
.Tello comedy or light opera, consequently it
rates are: to Farwell 58c, to Texico
Tello,. born in Brazil and educated 2. Dance Salon
contains both kinds of musical enterin Berlin, took Santa Fe by storm last
Life
67c, to Roswell 67c, to Pecos 63c, to El
tainment and is the most pretentious
Paso Bis. From Chicago they read:
night as he played De Beriot's ConGlory
musical offering of the season. The
certo No. 7, on the violin. "He's a
Reward.
to Farwell 63c, Texico 72c, to Roswell
wonder" was the succinct expression 3. Berceuse
72c, to Pecos 58c, and to El Paso 56c.
Faure book Is by J. A. Lacy, a young author
,
of appreciation of the music lovers who
ideas, who has
Mr. Palmer stated that he was famWieniawski with
Obertas
iliar with conditions of the country
gathered at the Scottish Rite Cathed-TaWieniawski written a story that is pleasing to the
Menetriel
to welcome the man who had come 4. American
in these parts, and knew something of
Hauser eye, as well as to the ear, and keeps
Rhapsody
in a happy frame of mind
audience
the
from far across the seas to deliver his
operating conditions and he saw no
were
encores
the
given
Among
benarrative.
the
to
start
from
for the state line necessitating
finish,
reason
masterly message.
Nevin's
and
"Traumerei"
'Schumann's
a difference of nine cents in rates.
It was unfortunate that only a "Rosary," either of which alone was ing entertaining and the dialogue
small audience of a couple of score worth the cost of admission.
crisp and snappy. The score is by
Fred A. Bohnhorst, a young comBIG BANKER SAYS
music lovers turned out to enjoy one
Mr. Tello" was assisted by Miss MarHE'S NOW BROKE.
poser who has written more real
of the greatest treats bestowed on ion
filled
who
as
accompanist,
Bishop
'
A
i
Santa Fe. The meeting of the cham- her difficult role in a most finished classy and nifty popular musical hits
,
Mr.4','
Harry B. Hol- New York, Nov. 19
for "The Girl From Mumms" than
ber of commerce and other meetings and
sympathetic manner.
comnow
defunct but
in
musical
the
of
heard
been
member
have
any
lins,
kept many people away.
once powerful stock exchange house
edy or light opera in years.
Mr. Tello proved himself an artist
of H. B. Hollins and company, testiAmong the musical numbers scat-in every sense of the word. His tech- GOV. TENER ASKED
fied before a United States commistered like pearls along the action of j
nique was irreproachable while his
TO HEAD THE
tho nlnv nre "Cantivntine Cleo." "The
diffisioner
today at a hearing in the matof
the
exceedingly
interpretation
ter of the firms' bankruptcy, that he
NATIONAL LEAGUE ' of Mumms and Miue." "The Road
cult compositions showed that he is
to Philadelphia," "There's A Reason,
had only $150 in the bank and no oththoroughly imbued with the deep musiMe" and others.
"Teach
er personal resources. In September
cal appreciation of the German school
19.
Four
repHarrisburg, Pa., Nov,
last, he said, when the firm was reWhile every number was enthusias- mbantati'vAo nt Yatinnnl Inn tniP hnsp- I I
organized he put $300,000 in the busitically encored, Mr. Tello's own com- ball clubs tendered to Governor John aja e ' M.rnMnc Tft r. a
j
ness, all of which was lost.
0N PRESIDENT FRIDAY.
positions were most in favor. The K. Tener
the presidency of the league
Briton M. Busch, testified that he
Nov. 19.will- D,
third movement of bis Dance Salon,
WaBnngton
had been a partner in the firm for fifan expression of the Spanish style of today and the governor will give his; iam p JcCombs cl)alrman o tne
answer late In the afternoon. The Democra, ic nationai committee, came
teen years and that his present remusic, was of singular beauty.
sources consisted of less than $200 in
Of the programme, which follows, committee arrived shortly after
to town today hut probably will not
PrPBident wilson before Friday.
the bank.
the De Beriot Concerto No. 7, Op. 25, o'clock this afternoon. ., In the party i
York;
Walter Kutzleb, a third member of
hen h. haB
a composition of most exacting char were H. W. Hempstead, New
pnapmpnt v, Mn.
Acker-lanthe bankrupt concern, said he had no
acter and demanding a technique ol Chas. H. Ebberts, Brooklyn: H. Phil- Combs has been mentioned as the cenChicago, and W. H. Baker,
the highest order, was easily the mastral figure in a proposed reorganizatangible resources left.
adelphia.
tion of the Democratic party in New
terpiece of the evening.
None of the committee would make York. That is one of the subjects he
SOLDIER ACQUITTED OF ...
The two compositions of Wieniaw-sk- i
MURDER OF COMRADE.
were of a decided contrast and any statement as to the offer nor is expected to discuss at the White
proved the artist's ability In this would the governor talk about it. To House and he may finally say whether
all inquiries he asked that they return jhe will become ambassador to France,
Junction City, Kan., Nov. 19. Wil"chantant" style of music.
later in the day.
a post which has been held open for
The Programme.
liam B. Rice, a private of Battery B,
The fourth bride of the Jackson administration, Sarah Yorke, of
Sixth field artillery, stationed at Fort
De Beriot
The committeemen said that the of- him since last March.
1. Concerto No. 7 Op 25
who married (President Jackson's son, Andrew Jackson, Jr.
fer would be made public later and it
Riley here, was found not guilty today
(a) Allegro.
General Jackson said of her: "There Is no comparison between her and of the charge of murdering Wilford D.
New Mexican Want Ads. always
is understood that the contract will
(b) Adagio.
I
bo for five years at a salary of $25,000 bring results.
t J
any other woman I ever met."
DuQuette,. a fellow soldier.
(c) Rondo Final.
Try it.

19.
The British
London. Nov.
battleship, Iron Duke, affected a timely rescue of the thirty passengers and
crew of the steamer Scottsdyke while
the steamer was burning in the English Channel early today.
The steamer, bound from Mediterranean points for Sunderland, caught
fire off the Isle of Wight shortly after
midnight. The blaze started in a deck
cargo of grass and Bpread so rapidly
through this inflammable material
that the crew was unable to stiy its
.
.
progress.
The fire attacked the ship's bridge
and a number of life boats, which
were destroyed... Owing to the heavy
sea it was impossible to launch the
remaining life boats. The
passengers and the crew rere forced to the stern of the vessel.
The battleship Iron Duke was carrying on trials in the channel during
the night and when the burning steamer was sighted, sailors put off in boats
to the rescue. The fore part if the
steamer was a mass of flames whan
the boats n'rived and the helpless per
sons aboard were huddled together aft.
The Iron Duke played her searchlights
on the ship while the rescue crew took
ill hands off safely.
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RUSSIAN TREATY
MAY YET BE MADE
Washington, D. C, Nov. 19. After

NEW

a conference with President Wilson to,
day, Dr. Stephen H. Wise, of New-York-

issued a statement declaring
that the president and Secretary of

State Bryan had not abandoned the:
idea of pressing a new commercial;
treaty with Russia that would recognize the passports of American citi
zens "without distinction of religion
or race."
TILED IN
MINE WORKER'S CASE
Charleston, W. Va., Nov. 19. Coun-

DEMURRER

sel for President John P. White and
other officers of the Xnited Mine
Workers of America, under indictment for the alleged maintenance of
a combination in restraint of trade,
filed a petition in the United States
district court here today asking that
the time be set for argument on the
demurrers to the Indictment.

Ttos-we-

j

,

FREIGHT SHIP IS
RETURNING TO PORT
San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 19. The
Maple Leaf freighter Santa Rosalia,
which left here last night for England
with a crew of about 25 men, Bent
word by wireless today that she had
turned hack. No explanation was given, but gossip on the water front had
it that there had been trouble with
the crew when they were shipped and
news of a mutiny was expected.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get thorn already printed at the New
Printing
Company,'
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WEBSTER'S
NEW

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence a
of an authoritative library,?
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Lot us tell you about thi.3 most
remarkable single volume.
Write for sample
pages, full par-

ticulars, etc.
Kama this
paper and
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send free
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PROF. I. L. TELLO,
of National Conservatory, City of Mexico and Directory
of Conservatory Mendelssohn, Chihuahua, Student in Berlin, Germany and Mexico City. Lesaons on
Violin, Viola Cello, Harmony anrl
Piano.
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OF OINTMENTS
FOR CATARRH THAT
CONTAIN MERCURY
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
BEWARE

1 1

FOR SALE

Rooming House, compleiely furnished, good lo
cation, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
FOR RENT
12.00
Store Room on Galisteo Street. .Rent per month
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
30.00
month
Modern Dwelling. Good location. Rent
35.00
per month
Modern Dwelling, good location. Rent
30.00
per month
Bandies, Land Grants and Ciiy Properly. Insurance and Surety Bonds.

PRESENT

PAGE FIVE

r ni!li r to hear the cannonade, early
the morning:.
He adds: "The
lighting was less than a mile from our
and we could hear the bullets
j
whizzing by to the accompaniment of
n'1' "I"1"" ' soldiers and people."
THANKSGIVING
GOWNS
ARE
THE NEW ARRIVALS OF TIMELY
INTEREST. N. SALMON,
Meets Tomorrow lion. W. H. Pope
chairman of the Chautauqua comniit- -

LOCAL ITEMS.

POLICIES

n

AND
BLANKETS
COMFORTS,
THE KIND YOU CAN REFER TO AS
GOOD BED COVERINGS ARE HERE,

FOREST

BIG

OF THE
the whole system when entering it
through the mucous surfaces. Such
N SALMON
articles should never be used except
No home should be without a hot
Ion prescriptions from reputable
water bottle. Its uses are many all
as the damage they will do is
tee year 'round. Zook has some
!ten fold to the good you can possibly
dandies. The ftexall Store.
(derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
Eastern Star There will be a regu-- j tHP "f l,1P chamber of commerce, has
(Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney H. S. GRAVES, U. S. FORESTER BElar meeting of the Eastern Star tomor-- c'1'"(,d a meeting of that committee
.& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
FORE THE NATIONAL CONSERVAfl"' Thursday afternoon at S " in the
lew night at 7::il at .Masonic Hall.
jand is taken internally, acting directly
DON'T BUY BARGAIN CLOTHES ofllce of the chamber of commerce,
jupon the blood and mucous surfaces
TION CONGRESS TELLS OF THE
FOR THE BOY, IT NEVER PAYS IN Al' members of the committee please1
of the system.
Id buying Hall's;
END.
OUR $3.50 OR
THE
THE BUREAU-I- S
OF
OP
PLANS
be
.'Catarrh
$5.50 ,!,lie "otU-- as a full attendance is nec
sure
Cure
the!
you
get
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
essary.
ARE
FAR
SUITS
THE
CHEAPER.
genuine. It Is taken Internally and
nnnm fit utitp nuiurnrinn nr
Church Dinner To lovers of a good
ruotu iu omit uwriciunir urjHUB, n. salmon.
made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
lJoast Beef Dinner there will be at'- & Co., Testimonial free.
j
FOR SAL
uuuule burrel,
THF fflDCCTC
125 Palace Ave.
Sold by druggists.
Price 73c per
and leather forded an opportunity of quenching
jmerless shotgun
Phone, 189 J.
their
On
bottle.
appetites.
at a bargain, 142 Marcy SL
Friday night,
1 19 San Francisco
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico21rI. from
to 7 p. ni., the
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiSt.,
WE'RE SHOWING THE BEST $15
DEVELOP
TO
ATTEMPTING
HUNTED TROUBLE FOUND
oT
Hie
,M. K. church
nation.
OVERCOATS
SUITS AND
THE jKpwortli League
IT AND IS WORSTED.
li A 1 I Ai A J
j..a,j A
PRICE EVER BOUGHT. THE HUB, will give a genuine old Hoast. Ileefi
A CONSISTENT POLICY N. SALMON
Dinner at the church, and the price,1 Paris. Xov. I'.i. Lieutenant Torcom,
NOT ALLOWED TO
iwill be only 3." cents.
All are
' a Bulgarian army oliicer, after vainly
Wedded Today Francisco Chavez ivited.
challenging I'ierre Lot), the French
DRESS ON
.Miss
Solia Carriaga
I!i.
Xov.
Henry S. y Oriegn and
novelist and several Parisian
Washington.
(N COURT ROOM !Graves, United States I'oreHter, spoke were married at 8 a. in. today at the 'B. OF L. F. & E. MEET
ists, who had publislied
St.
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Francis.
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IN SECRET SESSION
:brfore the National Conservation
articles, finally succeeded today in
Glassline
of
Electrical
The
finest
Chevenne. Wvo.. Xov. 19. A !ro- - :eress ill session today, dwelling parTrinidad. Colo.. Xov. I!). Delegates finding an opponent In the well known
ware ever displayed in this city
the first annual meeting of writer and (swordsman, Georges lireitt-mayeposal to try on a gown before the Iticularly on the present policies of the
'attending
&
Ervien.
thrniiB- nf rm iniia Kier.tntors in the ccvei'ument in respect to the activi-- Gnagey
'the Ilrotherhood of locomotive Fire
No Play Tonight It is staled on; men
district court was ties of the forest service. Uet'erring
United States
were in secret sesami
Tlie soldier and the writer met in a
that I lit; Alan Itoiii sion this I'.ngmeers
El promptly snuelehed today by Judge J. to the attitude of the present aunnnis-- ' good authority
mnrninir itnd iil;ml ir. ,.n
sword duel tliis morning which ended
siaies India" will not be seen at the Elks Hnue the sssioIls
as to the
,
A. Riner.
Mrs. Joseph I. Wier, emulation,
,,v. in the discomfiture of tiie Hulgarian
the stand in the trial in which she is rights policy, wlucli lias aavocateu lomgm, a .irviu. miuounrai.
jgm011, for delegates representing champion, who alter receiving a sefor-is
as
set
soon
the
date
the
for
of
control
federal
!state
of
instead
pro;,llu. itl(I,PH. Auxiliary was held duriiie vere wound in the breast during the
charged, with her husband, an army
duction of this interesting farce com- :tllp
llmr A ,,., w, hp K,vpn sixth bout, abandoned the contest.
officer, with the theft of clothing from lests. Mr. Gray says there is no thought
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Fe
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will
of
Santa
talent
it
by
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establishment
the
.edy
Mrs. J. S. Cecil, claimed that the of any change
tonight in honor of the visiting
THAT
GUARANTEED FOR
.nounced in the Xew Mexican.
Xew Mexican Want Ads. always
gates. Election of officers will take
which she asserts she bought .federal ownership and control.
WILL
RAINCOATS
THAT
for a trifling sum from a woman cap- - The forester spoke in part as lol-""iplnct. tomorrow
bring results. Try it.
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vasser, did not fit, and that therefore lows:
ANSWER
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FOR FALL
they would have no object in stealing
"The nation has an important stake! OVERCOATS AT $17.50 AND
$25.00.,
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.,u !, oil thr ennn.
liviu .
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where you
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Riner. however, hastily interrupted ,,hii(. iiIhihpr of toreslrv
the proceedings, saying that the dom- - gether a state function and federal blockings. Notify IT. S. Indian School.
Roast the bird right then carve it
onstration was unnecessary.
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Arguments
MEN'S AND BOYS' READY-TO-WEA- R
k Mignardot
for following the close of the testi- - (either lukewarm concerning the need P'pte. The Jieac.liain
imonv, and a verdict was expected be-- for forest conservation or opposed to"rdware company have the tools,
See them now, hetore hanksgiving.
'fore 'night.
restricting private activities. Yet mi-s. ts and seamless roast- The court Instructed the jury to And restricted private exploitation of for-- i for carving
All Woo! Blue Serge for Men, $11. 95
$18.
Lieutenant Wier not guilty, no evi- - ests is impossible if we are to continue! ''is.
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aHardware.
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Everything
WATCH OUR WINDOWS.
deuce having been produced to con- to have the forests that the nation
vey l.utz. of the Santa Fe; Messrs. II.
nect him with the alleged theft.
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W. H. WICKHAM
National responsibility in forestry
210 5AN FRANCISCO ST..
LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD.
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INSURE WITH liAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
nouncement was made today that the has so far been done that' has not been
DON'T HAVE A WAIST MADE OR
nomination of Henry M. Pindell of, 'an outcome of public aotlon through: BUY ONE UNTIL YOU HAVE SEEN
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ace Avenue.
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as a guarantee that national needs (lights
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at 3.111 San
Mrs. F. W. Parker will not be at will he provided for on a national opened a carpentry shop
time to investigate the above.
Francisco street to do a general line
home tomorrow.
scale.
of repair work.
J. 11. Crist, the well known Santa
Tnderlyiug the forestry problem
Low Rates to Duke City beginning
considerations
j'e attorney, is spending a few days are two fundamental
on his ranch near Monero, Rio Arriba which should be emphasized and reit- Friday Xov. 21, and ending Xov. 25.
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe. N M.
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IF IT'S REAL ESTATE," WAYWARD HAS IT.
Judge Amos Ewing, of Guthrie, Okla. One is the public character of forest- ers' convention. The fare will he j
who had been iu the ciiy for the pasflry. Doth iu the matter of a continued
$4.15 for round trip. The tickets are
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Mr. and Mrs. Juan M. Vigil, of Talpa,
hot water bottles will prove a comfort
Taos county, are here tor several days Secondly, stability of. policy and per on cold nights. Zook's Pharmacy, The
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manence
ownership
Mr. Vigil being on the federal jury.
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Saw Juarez Fall .lay Turley has
Porlirio Abreu, of Penasco, Taos any successful attack on this great written the Xew Mexican that he arFINE PlCKlNcj IN OUR,
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
county, is in the city for a few days, conservation problem.
rived in 121 Paso Friday night, iu time
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federal
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jury.
Juarez captured by the rebels,
STOCK NOW
Frank Lavau returned yesterday about the country whether am going
Los Angeles, where he has been to make important changes In forestry
from
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policy.
for some time.
Hack and Baggage Lines.
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home tomorrow.
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tendent of public instruction, returned policies
last night from a trip to Las Vegas. lasting public interests, and settled
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the IndividGovernor, McDonald and wife and forestry practice fitted
State Engineer James A. French and ual needs of each forest and locality.
Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
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Study efficiency; make any changes
wife, are in Las Vegas today.
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
Lorenzo Gutierrez and wife returned necessary for this purpose, but. make
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for in the publiCinterest. Carry out
friends In Socorro.
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When you deposit your funds with this bank, either in a checking account
or invest them according to the TIM E DEPOSIT plan, you are assured of
their complete protection.
This bank is under the strict supervision of the United States Government
and its Capital, surplus, net profits and stockholders' liability amounts to
over $400,000.00. Furthermore, this Institution has conducted a successful
business for a period of forty-threyears, being the oldest bank in New
e

Mexico.

Our SAFETY DEPOSIT boxes in a first class vault equipment, furnish
secure place for your securities at a low yearly rental.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

AH, YES SHE WILL!

YOUR MONEY, YOUR SECURITIES
AND OTHER VALUABLES

some suggestions regarding it that style of conduct, in this respect the
FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
lold style is the best, still. Socorro THE
OF SANTA FE
would actually help.
Chieftain.
Sounds Good,
The People Did It.
After all that little organ called the
CAPITAL, SURPLUS UNO PROFITS, (245,000.00.
stomach which Is inserted within our
Xo man or taxpayer, who has a love
.
I
V
anatomy is a powerful thing In In- towards the state, will kick up a fuss
fluencing us in what we do and what when the taxes are a little high, but
we think.
j when the situation
becomes so acute
1 met the De
V
Vargas dining room that people get hot around the collar,
artists on the street yesterday and it is not astonishing that the collar
asked Paul Hall what was going to be busts. The people have saddled
with an incompetent set of legdoing over at the hostelry on that big
feed day, generally known as Thanks- islators and but one course Is to be
giving. He smiled a smile that was followed, that is to vote right next
broad and expansive, such as Paul is lime, and see to it that legislators are
recognized as being able to give and elected who are capable of perform
ing their duties impartially. Get me,
said:
Stephen? Raton Reporter.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
t
"We are going to have a big
of the best In the land. We are going
to have young suckling pig with a man
HOME
standing in the center of the dining MONEY LOST IN PUBLIC
room with a large leather apron about
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
him, and he Is going to carve that
BUILDINGS
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
as
for
the
the
call
guests
young porker
Central Location.
succulent morsel derived therefrom.
Then there Is to be turkey, of course,
Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
in rlmndance and duck and goose and "THE PUBLIC BUILDING PORK BARREL IS
all the luxuries of the season and
A CLEAR
CASE OF GRAFT IN CON
The
hut then I made my
GRESS."
thought cf all those things was overj
powering and the though' ot just the
I'lain and everj-dathings that we
(By Herbert Quick.)
were to have at my house that evening
fcr dinnor, seemed not worth goiv? Author of "On Board the Good Ship
Earth," Etc., Editor of Farm and
for.
Fireside.
We can talk as we like and act as
we like about it, but that little organ (Copyright, 1013, by the Newspaper
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Enterprise Association.)
of which I made mention at the start,
"The
Proprietor of the
a
for
as
prospect
pubis the thing of which we think
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
much as any one thing in this exist- lic building appropriation by the presence, and we do not have to be class- ent congress is not bright."
The Best That Can be Bought I
Has Engaffed at a Great Expense,
Thus read the dispatches from
ed as swine because this Is so. Thus,
AT ANY PRICE
MARCUS CATTON,
when I heard of the prospective din- Washington.
The United States has lost a sum of Son of the Famous
ner that is to be put on at the De
Take no chances on either
Vargas on the big day of the year for money in the past by erecting public
when a small amount will give
I
wished
the
that
"BILLY" CATTON,
eating purposes,
you the protection that you
hours would hurry and that the suckwho will manage his billiard parneed, and when you do use in
''"8 pig and tho duck and the other
lors and instruct those desiring to
surance get the best, as it is
to
nearer
us
were
than
all
luxuries
learn the game. All new table,
the cheapest, and
from Thursday,
"e
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
K sounds too good to be true.
It
ALWAYS SEE
lounging room f r those who eater
sounds like the old days back home
to the pastime.
when the Thanksgiving day was in
view, and v.e were all looking forward
EVERYONE WELCOME I
to the fun we would have. After all,
Office United States Bank Buildinr
we are all children of a larger growth,
(FIRST FLOOR)
in everything, in eating as well as all
who
has
purchased the Insur
the other things in life.
Smmmmmmmmmmmmumm ance Business
of the L. A.
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AND HE THOUGHT IT A FAILURE.

conseFifty years ago two addresses were made at Gettysburg at the
cration of the national cemetery there.
One was bv the most cultured man in American public life. Himself the
scion of a distinguished ancestry, he had received the utmost training of
our most aristocratic university; had been a governor of the most Intellectual of the New England states, an ambassador to Great Britain, a sec
retary of state, a senator of the United States.
Upon the preparation of his oration he had spent months of research
and then had polished it until every phrase had become classic in form, every
word precisely fitted to the expression of his thought.
Did you ever read the speech of Edward Kverett? Did you ever know
a person who has read it? If you should now become curious to read it
would you know where to lay your hand upon it?
The other speech on that somber November day was made by a gaunt
Pressed
and homely man; the child of abject poverty, painfully
upon by the relentless duties of the most difficult office in the world at the
time of its greatest crisis, he had put off tne preparation ot it until auoaru
And then, with a
Hta train wlllf'h WAR taking him to the historic site.
Htutnny pencil, he had scribbled it, between train jolts, on pieces of brown
wrapping paper, which a fellow passenger no less a persouage than the
hauehty secretary of state, William H. Seward had tossed away!
But who has not read, who has not been thrilled by, who does not know
Who
by heart, the immortal address of Abraham Lincoln, the
warriors which listened, in rapt
has not, as was the great host of
silence, fifty years ago, been dedicated anew to "highly resolve" that the
dead In whose honor that touching service was held "shall not have died
lu vain; that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom, that
government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from
the earth?"
Yet at the moment Lincoln himself thought his speech a failure, because it lacked the classic illusions, the wealth of scholarship, the polished
periods of the Kverett oration; because, instead of noisy applause, its conclusion was followed by tense, almost painful silence.
And it was not until days afterward, when there was home in upon him
the instinctive response from the beating heart of the plain people of whom
he was the perfect type, that he began to realize that in his simple utterance
he had caught the full, spirit of the occasion and added to the literature of
human inspiration a contribution which can never die!
For it isn't scholarship, it isn't polish, it isn't pedantry which counts
In the big concerns of life. It: is vision, insight, heart. The greatest have
always been the simplest and it is from among the poor that our finest guid
ance conies!
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is!

Oh, she's young yet.
Wait till she has known the sorrow of
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The Country.
Robert Gould Shaw, the Boston millionaire society man, has announced
that he is going to turn his back on
the delights of the city, and go to the
farm and work there just like any
oilier man who makes the farm his
business. Shaw says he is going to
make his farm pay as a man makes
any other business pay and, of course,
he can try it and not be afraid of the
wolf getting to his door while he is
learning how to do the trick. That is
the trouble with so many of those who
try the farm and do it to make it nay.
too, but they have to do so from the
start and cannot have the fun in the
operation that Robert Gould can. It is
astonishing, though, how the country
appeals to most every man whether
o
he has known the delights of it or not.
We see the same desire to get out on
IN SPITE OF IT.
the farm, or at least to the country
We recall the position taken by Professor Taft at the bar meeting some
with its trees, its birds, its woods and
not
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time since when he declared
people
pretty lakes and those drives that we
judges of our courts and that the only satisfactory way was to have them do not get
anywhere but in the broad
appointed and then serve for life.
and far stretching open. It all has i
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1
wonderfully appealing sound. It is
predecessors, it is amusing to find, in view of the expressions of the dis- not all in the sound, either. No man AMONG THE EDITORS.
goodcompanies.good protection
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tinguished gentleman, that nearly all the appointments have been made from has ever known the
HERBERT QUICK.
country who doei
the circuit benches where the men occupying the positions as judges were not
Why Wait?
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of our country considers incomchosen by the people, whom the
A former
which is equalled by no
been
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so free and so beautiful and there is
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do they al- item of loss, perhaps, except that
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thought
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caused by not building them.
This, in itself, is a plea against the position taken by Mr. Taft and shows
ways wait until they are former?
we
can
there
those
have
that
fresh
lu both cases the losses have grown R
that the people or the man who made the appointment from the choice
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out
European
can
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and
garden,
out of one cause the pressure of the 1
of the people, made a mistake, for if the people are so Incompetnet why thingsallright
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we want of them, and when
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should their choice be ratified by the
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Elegant
All over the United States country
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of political action cannot seem to see the trend of the times and are loth to
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Review.
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things
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Judging from the Democratic land- - utter and shameful waste. They have,
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power of selection and determination in the hands of those whose business Is country where you can raise your own sllde ln the gfate elections in Indiana, as a rule, cost sums, the bare Interest
Near 8, W. Corner Plata,
Ten miles shorter than any other
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iyet. "How are the mighty fallen!"
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All the signs of the times point to the change tliat Is coining and the
iney were wasteful because they
do not blame Robert Gould Shaw for iiDeminc Rranhic
furnished commercial man o take In
have been expended for
force of the conviction of the great need of the change is taking hold.
to
from the city
Give Them Regards.
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudi
towns. They
The old idea of the government of the few, which was practically an oli- wanting its get away
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rush and flurry and getting
Aztec folks have called an election represent a very high and
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that and all
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freedom
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people up of graft, but graft none the less. This
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county election
local parties have received graft in
some of our legislation and the power to recall those ot the officials who
is the time of year when all led. Once we have the whole county
This
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That dear old joke about
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the future.
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before unthinking audiences and say:
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See how much money
The free and vigorous expressions that come from John Purroy Mitchel, crocheted and knit and fastened to- ways long on both legal and illegal I've got for the district!"
finds It no trouble to get
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the newly elected mayor of the city of New York, are refreshing and bring gether in all the ways known to those expenditures of the people's money,
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but generally short on the economic man so low in
to those who read them the hope of better things.
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Yet in spite of all these valuable handling of the same. They are
The life of this young man is an example for the youth of the day
He uses the advertising in
claim for credit under such
make
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to follow and the way he does things is worth a study.
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live daily papers like THE
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arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
Returning,
this
conditions
favor
section
regeneraland
made
social
case
to
the
that
After
with
win
ed
In
fresh,
crisp
practical
packages
the shop
evening.
regard
Rooms 1, X and I.
The wife was looking
m.
and
for
weather
ly
cloudy
tonight
most
dismishad
been
the
continued
twice
one
of
and
She
is
pracforms.
dows.
clean.
Phone Hea 6.
with probably local rain.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to consed once the trial Saturday brought
The young woman had crossed tical Christians I have ever known. Thursday,
Office Hours I 1, a. ti I ).
g
nect with No. 7 weatbeund
A good part of any meal,
the matter to its present status.
her
with
folding
street when one of She isn't satisfied
Twflnty-eightAnd by Appointment
El Paso sleeper, also No.
The feeling against illegal liquor those mysterious accidents happened. hands and praying for the regeneraNOTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
served with cream or milk hot
4 eastbound.
selling runs very high, especially since The first thing other pedestrians knew tion of the world; she wants to jump
made
On account of the changes
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
or cold.
the result of the election, anl the peo- of it was when the middle-agehus-'iand help to regenerate it herself. by the state board of equalization the
arrive Santa Fa 6:38 p.
Returning,
ple have determined that a stop shal' band sprang forward and touched the
m.
Her college training along socio tax rolls of Santa Fe county will not Department of the Interior,
M.
N.
Office
S.
U.
Santa
Land
at
Fe,
In
to
of
all kinds
be put
bootlegging
young woman on the shoulder, ex logical lines has given her a good be available for collection of taxes
Leave Santa Fa 8:50 p. m. to conOct. 30, 1913.
Reason"
"There's
Farmington. Farmlngton Enterprice
foundation for social service, and her on time, however the attorney genclaiming:
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
Notice Is hereby given that Cipriano
in eral of New Mexico has given the
"Pardon me, but you are losing later experience as a
No. 0 weatbound.
of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
Chavez,
It will not pay you to waste your some money.
elsewhere
has
each
for
and
incumbent
is
it
upon
that
Philadelphia
opinion
time wrtlng out your legal forma The last thing one pedestrain knew brought ber face to face with actual individual tax payer to call at the Sept 2d, 1908, made homestead entry
arrive 8anta Fa 11:1
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01315 for SE4 NW4 NE4
a. m.
iben yon can get them already print- of It was when the wife, with some conditions.
treasurer's office on or before De- No.
Grape-Nut- s
town3,
ed at the New Mexican Printing
"She is not by any means a mere cember 1st, and express his willing- NW4 SE4 8W4 NE4, section
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Mert-diashe knows ness to pay bis taxes before he can ship 17 N., range 9 E N. M. P.
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she have that
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Ask
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make
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Reports.
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Better
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2 arrived to serve, as Dave No. 1, was
The average length of term was
detained iu the Duke City by the ill- 7.49 months. One school held for
ness of bis wife. But Dave No. 1 had
one for
months; one for 2
to come up to serve just the same, as 2
three for three; one for 4
the marshal felt, like the poet, "What's eight for five; seven for six; two for
in a name?"
08 for
nine
seven; five for eight;
and one for eleven months.
Here are the petit jurors:
Eleven schools
Porflrio Abreu, Felix .Martinez,
report school
Auto Delivery Every Hour I
Auto Delivery Every Hour I
Medina, I). V. Condon, L. C.
totaling "43 volumes worth
Smith, Fred Chaves, Susano Montano, $ti"S. Agriculture was taught in 1
seven
domestic
taught
liiyiuio Chives. Francisco C. le Baca, Hdiools;
OF
Tomas Ortiz y Luceio, Jess Dawson, science and seven taught manual
training. Sewing alone was taught In
Xicanor Ortega, Eduardo Chaves,
Ortiz, Frank Delaney, Jr., "4 schools.
INTERESTING POST OFFICE CASE, George Doyle, Demetrio Quintaua, LoNo Strike in New Mexico.
renzo Torres, Charles F. Abreu,
Our
Senicc
SENSATION
A
WHICH CAUSED
Try
There seems no likelihood of a
Casados, Encarnacion Varela,
Etrike in the coal mines of New MexDave Kosenwald and Eduardo
HERE SOME WEEKS AGO, WILL
ico, according to State Mine Tnsec-tc- r
R. H. Ueddow, who was In the city
TOMORROW
AT
10
COME
UP
AM
4
No.
yesterday. There has been some talk
STATISTICS ON
of it, he admitted, but little support
BEFORE JUDGE W. H. POPE.
had been received for the idea, and
SCHOOLS OF
he does not believe it will be called. '
COUNTY
COLFAX
PETIT JURORS SELECTED;
Deputy Traveling Auditor E. A.
Statistics on the schools of Colfax Mossman has completed his audit of
DAVE ROSENWALD IS HERE
have been the books of McKinley county, and is
jemnty for the year 1912-1I
now at I.os Lunas, where he will reprepared by the state educational
of $l!i00 partnient.
Among the Interesting port the books of the officials of that
Who stole that package
county.
'ragged but perfectly good greenbacks facts shown are the following:
R. P. Donohoo, receiver for the de-- ,
There are (iS teachers employed,
shipped by the First National bank
of Santa Fe to a bank in Denver, per nine of them men and 59 of them funct First State bank of Tucumcari,
women.
The total monthly salary lust week brought, suit against the
registered mail?
That is the question Uncle Sam will paid to teachers was $1130.01. The iUts Cruces State bankis for $17,949.
attorney for
ask tomorrow when three Santa Feans total amount paid the men teachers Hon. Reed Holloman
,'now tinder indicttneut, will appear be each month was $7:!3.4S; to the wom- the plaintiff.
fore IT. S. District Judge William H. en teachers, $;SU97.13. The average
Mora County School Census.
monthly salary paid was $00.74. Men
Pope.
on an average of
The school census of Mora county
The postoffice
case, which ha? teachers received
XT.
There has been received by the state educa-- i
aroused keen Interest here, because of $S.C1 monthly; women $57.
the "mystery" which clouds it, or was one teacher employed at $35; tional department. It shows a school
seems to cloud it, will be called at 10 five at $40; five at $45; 23 at $50; population of 4,333 for 1913 as comfour at $00; ten at $05; one at $67.22; pared with 4,217 during 1912, a gain of
a. m.. it is said.
one at $71.73;. 13 at $75; one at $80; 116. There are 60 teachers employed
Other Business.
one at $85; one at $95; one at $105, in the' county. This year 17 hold first
A bankruptcy petition was filed by
and one at $106.00. The total amount grade certificates; 13 hold second
Matthew I. Hubbard and John C. Ty27 hold third
grande certificates;
paid teachers during the year
and
Hubbard
as
business
ler, doing
men teachers received
The
Commission.
Express
San
Juan county.
Tyler, at Shiprock,
$0230; the women, $25,042.50. The
THE HARDWARE MAN SAYS: Don't give anybody the satisfacThe National association of Railway
They are Indian traders. Whether
the Commissioners has decided to form a
tion of saying: "I told you so." Save Money and Disappointment, don't
the present threatened Indian upris- average yearly salary wbbof $468.71;
the men commission on express service and exaverage yearly salary
send out of town for anything you may need in the Hardware Line,
ing around Shiprock has anything to teachers was $092.22;
of the women, press rates, to be composed' of one
do with the matter, does not appear.
the Stock of YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE
Is complete,
STORE
commissioner from each state comIn the bankruptcy suit filed against $134.62.
their prices right, and they are right here "at home" to make good-- .
There are 68 school rooms In 36 dis- mission. The New Mexico corporaH. H. Dorman the court dismissed the
This Is not a "knock," it's a "warning."
tricts outside of Raton. One district tion commission has been asked , to
petition.
school rooms; one has eight; name one of its members on this new
'. GO TO
In the case of the U. S. of America, has 11
one
has
five; two have four, one has board, and asked to instruct him to
MIGNARDOT
HDW
CO.
BEACHMAN,
for the use of John Douglas & Co., vs.
and 25 have attend a meeting of the new body at
the Fidelity and Deposit Company of three; four have two,
'
They Believve In the "Golden Rule All Ways."
but one room. One school house has
Maryland, a jury was waived and thei five
rooms; one has four; two have
case stands for trial.
54 have but
A jury was also waived in the case three: one has two, and
oiThe
one room each.
of Mason H. Stone, trustee, vs. the
Of the school reporting, 30 buildings
Bank of Commerce and the case will
are owned by the district, 14 are dobe tried.
In the cases of J. E. Elmer and O. A. nated, and'Btx are rented. There are
Vigil, vs. the A. T. & S. P., judgment 32 frame school houses; 15 adobe; two
Delicious Hot Chocolate.
was rendered by consent of the par- of cement and three of brick. The conin
19
Oetobtr'i chilly days loggett oawthlnu
are
is
31
of
dition
excellent;
ties for $700 for Injuries sustained by
warm lor the inner man.
good condition, and five are only fair.
in shipment on the railroad.
Wa're ready.
cattle
f
ii. t limn
" y h'UMml na iMtfn
We're aerTlng not ehneolate inula from
The school census showed 4398, of
choice product ; noted for
The Petit Jurors.
jr j,
2209
were
Pur'ty excellence and
In the selection of the petit jurors which 2189 were boys and
yluiiwfif
3deliclonroeai
of flavor.
ESJT2The attendance was 2474, of:
there was some amusement over the girls. 1249
know of any other note
don't
Wa
Hvere boys and 1225 were
which
Rosen-wal"Dave"
TRIAL OF SCHMIOT
chocolate too
NATIONAL GRANGE BACKS
subpoena issued for
tbat terras
5
of Albuquerque and at first an- girls.
GOES OVER TO NOV. 25TH.
PRES. WILSON'S POLICY.
TpeniiTe, perhapa. It 'a different at OURS
our patrons.
12
too
for
held
there's
Of
the
teachers
nothing
good
employed
swered by his cousin, also "Dave."
A PIPING HOT
of Albuquerque. It is said third grade certificates, 22 held secNew York, N. Y., Nov. 19. After
Manchester, N. H Nov. 19.
CUPFUL FOR
been called for trial today, the dent Wilson's attitude iu the Mexican that Dave, No. 1, answered the phone ond grade certificates; 31 held first
SorreS wits dainty, crisp ersckera.
4
two
five year professional
had
turned
and
grade,
Marshal
of
Hudspeth
Anna
was
endorsed
of
of
the
situation
Hans
Cite
today by
Schmidt, slayer
and one held a life certificate.
1 HUVLER"3 alwaysfresh. If yonta I
ApmuUer, was put over by consent of National Grange, which Is holding Its around to his cousin saying, "They
r
rtf
to
it
we'll
509
express
'it
city,
The schoot mentbs taught were
jou.
want you on tho petit jury." Dave No.
annual meeting here.
toth sidss until November 25th.
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OFFICIAL.

F. ANDREWS

si

1

$1,900

2

THAT

WHO STOLE

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Chicago, Dec. 11th. The work that
this new commission will undertake
has already largely been attended to
m mis siate, mat is a revision of intrastate rates.
grade, and three have permits. Last
year there were 13 firsts, 11 seconds,
and 36 third grade certificates.

PACKAGE

Per-fect- o

Notaries Named.
The following have been commissioned notary publics by Governor
McDonald: Jose M. Garcia, Santa Fe;
George E, French, Roswell; Mark T.
Nix, Rosebud, Union county.

1

SILLS

EVERYTHING
THERE IS TO EAT!

o

o

AUTO DELIVERY

pyon7NU

Phone

Work for the Ntw Mexican. It It
working for you, for Santa Fe ano
the new state.

'

'

FANCY WORK GOODS
Beautiful line of Stamped
and Stamped Art Cloth.
Cushion Tops and the Pillows
for same. Embroidery Sets and
Embroidery Floss in Royal Society, the D. M. C. and the
Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons. Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.
Linen

Gre-cia-

MISS A. MUGLER
MILLINER

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN

dfi--

AND

ALWAYS

,

LARGE LOBBY
AND

VERANDAS

i

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

j

!

j

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City

Ample facilitfe forlartfe
And small banquets,

j

HOTEL DE VARGAS

.

1

PLAN.

EUROPEAN

WHOLESALE

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sola Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds Jof flowers, farden & field seeds la bulk and
packaf i

ILFaLFA. SEED,

i

Reliable Hardware Store.

Meals a la Carte.

Room With Bath, $2.00 bp.
Room Without Bath, $1.00 Up.

The only exclusive
Phone Black

grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

-

DC.

Presi-havin-

1873

HIES'

MM

PH0NE12

SANTA FE, N. M.

1913

WEEK!

llylpUL

Fortieth Anniversary Sale Starts Saturday,

My

The Clarendon Garden.

I

NovembeTwenty-Secon-

d

and continues for eight days, offering scores of Unmatchable Bargains of Splendid Quality. This is not a sale of cheap shoddy goods, bought just for
a sale, but my entire stock of High Grade Merchandise will be sacrificed at prices never before offered the people of Santa Fe at this season of the year
Below you will find a few of the many bargains. NO GOODS CHARGED DURING THIS SALE.
;

ANNIVERSARY SALE OF LADIES'

SUITSTHE

DEPARTMENT AND

LADIES'

FLOOR.

embodying the very latest fashion ideas

Here you will find a wide array of styles and materials
of styldom.

$zo.uu
$18.00
$15.00
Sale Price,$10.00

$30.00 Coats and Suits, Jubilee Sale Price.
$25.00 Coats and Suits, Jubilee Sale Price.
$22.50 Coats and Suits, Jubilee Sale Price.
One special

lot cf Ladies Suits, broken lots, worth from $15 to $25. Jubilee

MILLINERY

$3.50
$2.50
$1.25
$5.00

At J4 Price!
OF

Lames' Black sateen Petticoats
$2.00 Values

!

Jubilee Sale, $1.25

r

m

"A Large and Beautiful Line of Voile

and Lawn Waists

Everything in the House goes during
the Jubilee Sale

A BIG ASSORTMENT

nnirp' nnrrnr p
LHUILd UnuuLu

$2.50
values, Jubilee Sale Price
$1.75
values, Jubilee Sale Price
90
values, Jubilee Sale Price
values Silk Shirts, Jubilee Sale Price.. $3.50

to 50

25

121--

2

121-2- c

c4
c

Off

CHILDRENS' COATS!
to 50

25
On AH

Ladies'

on Comforts and

Ready-to-wea-

Dresses

10c & 12
10c A 12
35c
55c

Other Dry Goods Specially

Priced."!

A. M., Nov.

22nd.

Sale of Men's Suits and Overcoats!
iree suits.

Men's $25 Suits and Overcoats, Jubilee Sale Price

Anniversary

$18.00
$15.00

Men's $22.50 and $18 Suits, Jubilee Sale
Price.
$15.00 Suits and Overcoats, Jubilee Sale Price

One Lot of
Ladies' Coats, $10 to $20 Values,
going at the unheard of
JUBILEE SALE PRICE OF

$5.00

SHOE SPECIALS

l3

Ofl on All Shoes

MISCELLANEOUS
Men's ouc
ubb, Jubilee Sale Trice... 40e
All men's 25c
ties, Jubilee Sale Price 18c
38c
Men's 50c work shirt, Jubilee Sale Price
Ladies Bleached Vests 35c values. Jubilee
Sale Price
25c
25
off on all Trunks and Suit Cases.
Sac Sheets, Jubilee Sale Price
65c

THE

Blankets25

75c Brocaded Silks Jubilee Sale Price
75c Patine, Jubilee Sale Price

Starts Saturday, 9

off

r

15c Percales, Jubilee Sale Price
15c Dress Gingham, Jubilee 8ale Price

253TAI1

off

Reductions on

i

25--

SHIRTS

LADIES' WAISTS

40th

40th Anniversary

EXTRA SPECIAL

ANNIVERSARY SALE OP

ANNIVERSARY SALE OF

November 1873
November 1913

i

CASH STORE
JULIUS H. GERDES.

ANNIVERSARY
BOYS'
$12.50

SUITS

Suits and

rz rt8 rnrs'
$

7.50 Suits &
6.50 Suits &

$

5.00

$

as

Suits

&

SALE OF

AND

ANNIVERSARY SALE OF

OVERCOATS

Jubilee Sale Price $9.00

juwiee saie
Jubilee
Jubilee
Jubilee
Jubilee

price--'7--

Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

Bros. Pajamas
Jubilee Sale Price

s

llee aIe
PTr1,

Ra'sts

$1.00 Shirts, Wilson Bros. Jubilee Sale
650 Shirts, Wilson Bros., Jubilee Sale

Price
Price

Price...

MEN'

CAPS

.

$3.50

a

Wilson

SESa
ll
!'

Price. . .$6.75
Price. .$5.50
Price. . .$5.00

I flflPfWA'ir iV DoiOmOC
MPfl C it
1lIUCl WCttl tt
a

....$ 9.85

rajalllad

$1.50 and $1.25 grade,
95c & $1.15 Suit
Men's Coopers Union Suits, "Klased KrotcU $1.50
to $4.50 Suit, Jubilee Sale Price
95e to $3.50

HATS

AND

4'50 stet80n's Jubilee Sale Price
Lyon Special, Jubilee Sale Price
250 Big Bear, Jubilee Sale Price

iUClN

75e
.45

'

$3.50
$2.50
$2.00

S SWEATERS

All 75c and $1.00 Caps, Jubilee Sale Price 50e
t"5c to $6.00 Values, Jubilee Sale
Price
45c to $4.50

DRY GOODS SPECIALS !
One case of extra fine Bleached Muslin bought especially for this sale, worth
Jubilee Sale Price

Simpson Prints 7

12

values, Jubilee Sale Price

813c
......

5c

All Other Dry Goods Specially Priced4

Ends Saturday Night, November 29

